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INTRODUCT ICN 
For eighteen years the vvr iter has been engageo in teach-
ing Home Economics in junior and senior high schools in New 
England . Recently, observations made during this period have 
come to a head in the se lection of this problem. 
Year after year it has seemed that the children who most 
need educational opportunities have dropped out of school, 
some before completion of the ninth grade; more, before having 
finished their· high school course . Fig~es showing that only 
50~6 of our young people are graduated from high school bear 
this out. I1~any of these children have left with disturbing 
emotional problems, and have had an active dislike for, or 
hatred of, school. 
A number of g irls of the writer's acquaintance have 
remained to graduate from high school only because there 
have been available to them enough Home Economics courses to 
hold ·their interest and to grant them course credit. There 
is the instance of Mary with an IQ of 79 who was for three 
years a member of a special class which usually did not 
offer promotion to its members. Finally, this girl was trans-
ferred to t h e seventh grade, and v;as regularly promoted each 
year tmtil she was recently g"l ... adua·ted :from high school at 
t he age of 22, well-balanced and emotionally secure . In the 
eighth and ninth grades and during h er high school years she 
1 
took Home Economics regularly, earning mostly B' s and C r s. She 
is now married and well equipped to- manage her new home. 
It has been noted that there is often an overlapping of 
the subject matter treated in Home Economics classes and that o 
other courses in the usual. school system. In some schools Home 
Economics cour·ses have been too· ambitious and have tried to 
cover too much territory. The writer has the theory that this 
has come about because teachers o·f Home Economics, beirig closer 
to the students, have tried to answer the needs of students 
which were not being met elsewhere. Regardless of the scope of 
a Home Economics program, the stress is always centered upon thE 
girl. and her needs, particularly in relation to her home and thE 
home she will eventually make. 
In most schoo·l.s Home Economics, because it is an elective 
subject in the upper grades, reaches only the girls, and only a 
comparatively small. number of the total number of girl.s enrolle · 
in the school. Since the subject is valuable as a preparation 
for the job o:f homemaking, why is it not of equal value for all 
girls? And since boys, too, are to participate in these future 
homes, do not many subjects covered in Home Economics have 
something to offer them? 
A third consideration is the frequency of neurotic tenden-
cies among both children and adults in this country. It is to 
be assumed that America is not alone in this respect, if' the 
troubled conditions of the world can be cited as evidence. 
Psychologists agree that emotional disturbances can usually be 
2 
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traced to the environment of the child :in the first few years o 
his life and to his relationships with his parents. Likewise, 
it has also been noted that mo·st parents tend to conduct their 
homes and to rear their children with methods similar to those 
their parents: used on them. They tend to re.peat the errors as 
well as the constructive practices which were applied to them. 
It seems as though a break in this vicous circ1e might be 
made by offering opportunities to all young people to study 
problems of family relationships and child development., topics 
which are offered in many Home Economics classes. Obviously, 
Slilch a :prograzu is too ambitious for the average Home Economics 
department. Likewise, it would undoubtedly be more effective · 
it enlisted t~ assistance of as many faculty members and 
exper-ts: as :p<J,ssibl.e, both :in planning and in administration. 
Coincident with these thoughts, the writer has become enthusias-
tically interested in the Life Adjustment Movement. 
About 30 years ago the National Educational Association, 
alarmed by what it considered the ineffectiveness of our second-
ary school education, appointed a committee to report on the 
reorganization of our secondary school education, the result of 
which was the famous "Cardinal PrincipJLes of Education. 11 
this report has been described as "epocha1 11 , its impact on our 
modern schoo~s has not disturbed in radical form our traditiona 
idea of what constitutes education. 
Attended by nationally prominent educators, a conference 
was held in Chicago in 194 7 which was the outgrowth of a 
3 
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movement initiated in 1944 by the Federal Security Agency 
through the Division o:f Vocati.onal Education. At this confer-
ence Dr. Prosser :formulated his :famous resolution, a rewording 
o:f an earlier (1.945) resolution in which he had referred to the 
" •••• 6<0% of our yowth of secondary school age (who) will (not) 
receive the li:fe adj~stment training they need and to which the) 
are entitled as American citizens - unl.ess and until. the a&nin-
istration of plllbl.ic education with the assistance o:f the 
vocational education leaders formulate a comparable program :for 
this group • " 1/ 
Out of this 1947 conference at Chicago came a program whic£ 
has been described in a bulletin LIFE ADJUSTMENT EDUCATION FOR 
EVERY YOurH, g/ and the establishment o:f a Commission on Li:fe 
Adjustment Education for Every Youth, which was composed o:f 
representatives from nine national educational associations. 
Finally, at a work conference on Li:fe Adjustment Education in 
Washington in October, 1948, the commission met and adopted the 
fol.J.ow:tng· definition: 
''Life Adjustment Education is designed to equip 
all. American youth to l.ive democratically with 
satisfaction to themselves and profit to society as 
home members, workers and citizens. It is concerned 
especially with a sizable proportion o:f youth o:f 
high school age (both :in school and out) whose 
1/ Harl R. Douglass ('Editor), Education :for Lif'e Ad,justment, 
The Ronald Press, New York, 195~- , PP• 3-4 • . , . 
2/ Jones, Galen, and Raymond W. Gregory, Life Ad.iustment 
Education :for Every Youth, United States O:ff'ice o:f Education, 
washington, D. c. 
object~ves.are less well s~rved by our schools than 
the obJect~ves of' preparat~on f'or either a skilled. 
occupation 0r higher education. 11 y 
This definition was amplified by a further listing of' four· 
teen points, four of which are quoted here: 
"It is c0:ncerned with ethical and moral. living 
and with physical, mental and emotional health. 
It is C(.mcerned with the present problems of 
youth as·. well as with their preparation for future 
living. 
It is for al1 American youth and offers them 
learning experiences appropriate to their capacities. 
It rect\tgnizes the importance of personal. 
satisfactions and achievement for each individual. 
within the limits crf his abilities." ~ 
The CoJLorado Co:III!iilission Statement also contains a defini-
tion of Life Adjustment Education which is pertinent. 
"Education for Life: Adjustment means adapting 
the content and methods of all subjects and the 
rest oi' the educational program or a school and the 
req111:irements foro graduation so that. each year all 
students are being prepared for all areas of living -
at home, at work, at. play, in civic problems, and in 
social. life:." §/ 
In EDUCATION FOR LIFE 1~ST~mNT Douglas states that, 
"The :National Commission on Life Adjustment 
Education discussed both areas and objectives in 
terms of eight major headings as follows: 
1. Ethical and moral living 
2. Citizenship 
3. Home and family life 
4. Self-realization and use of leisure 
~ Harl R. Douglass, op. cit., p. 9. 
if Ibid., p. 10 
§/ Ibid., p. 40 
5 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8'. 
Health 
Consumer Education 
Tools of 1earning 
Work experience, occuyational adjustment, 
and competencies .• rr 6/ 
It is clear that all philosophy in the movement puts the 
6 
f'ocus on present-day living, its needs and problems. Life 
Adjustment goes further than the Cardinal Principles of Educa-
tion by providing means f'or implementing the program, and it ha~ 
already started to function :in a number of' schools across the 
country. The commission is caref'ul to point out that there can 
be no set pattern to the program. In each school the program 
must be based on a careful survey of the community and its nee]- , 
cooperation on the part of' the f'acul.ty, administration, and 
community, permission o.:f the board of' education, and af'f'iliatior 
wi"th the state Commission on Lif'e Adjustment. 
Having in mind all these considerations - a desire to keep 
youth in school, to provide them with interesting and need:f'u1 
experiences, and to help them 1l.Ulderstand children (and irlCiden-
tally themselves) and vievdng the Lif'e Adjustment prog;ram as a 
method co·:f putt.ing these i.deas into practica~, workable plans, 
the \ivTiter has a.ttetnpted to build a source unit :in Child 
Development which colil.l..d be used in a Lif'e Adjustment program in 
a secondary school, preferably in the twelfth grade. 
Being a so~ce unit, it does not attempt to suggest that 
all iten1s in the delimitation be included f'or all groups in all 
schools. Rather, it is a cross-section of' material :from which s 
§/ Ibid., P• 55 
teacher may draw when composing her own unit. Obviously her 
"' ' 
choice of i tems will depend u~on her particular group - their 
mental ability, interest.s, degree of social development, and 
the type ¢lf" community in which the unit is used. One would 
also consider whether this subject matter was adequately 
covered in ether required courses :in the school. For example, 
if the maj0ri ty of students had studied biology, the section 
dealing with genetics might we·ll be omitted. The feeling o:f 
the conurrruni ty toward any mention o:f sexual problems in the 
school would also be a determining factor in choosing content. 
The iteJ:!B of delimitation are outlined under six main head-
ings. Because a human being is a composite individual, there 
necessarily some overlapping, but an att.empt has been made to 
keep this at a minimum, so that any separate section might 
as a basis f¢lr a unit. These sections attempt to treat hered-
ity, environment, patterns of development, emotional develop-
ment., play> and character development. Separate suggested 
introductory activities and study and activity guides, as well 
as objective tests, have been prepared for each section. No 
attempt has been made to separate core activities from optional 
related activities because these would vary according to the 
nature of the group being taught. 
The unit need not be taught by a Home Economics teacher. 
It could be given by any competent and interested teacher in a 
school, either as a part ci' an existing course, such as Biology 
or Social.. Studies, or it might. be used as a part o:f a core 
====== --- ---· -=============== 
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course in a Li:fe Adjustment Education proE,'I'am . The unit is sug-
gested :for t·wel:fth grade s tudents, both boys &""ld girls., bece_use 
it con;es closest to the time when they will be setting up their 
own homes . 
7b 
GEN3 RAL STATE1VlliNT OF THE UNIT 
By heredity a normal hu.Inan infant is provided at birth 
with all the :physical characteristics necessary for groV\.th 
and development into a.n adult person, prov j_ded he exper iences 
an adequate environment . The rate and degree of this growth 
and development are greatly stimulated, modified, or limited 
by va.rious physical end psychological factors in the environ-
ment . Environmental influences during the first t wo years 
are vitally important because they determine the pattern of' 
a person's physical, mental, and emotional development. 
DELllvli'I'ATION 
r . Prenatal deve lopment takes place in the mother's womb 
after the union of' the ovum, or egg cell, and the sperm 
cell. 
A. Both the ovum and tl~ sperm cell contain minute 
bodies called chromosomes. 
1 . Both ov~m and sperm contribute one-half' of' the 
parent's 48 chronosoraes, (or 24 chromosomes) to 
the nevv individual, who thus inherits 48, or 24 
pairs of', chromosomes . 
2 . Each c1Jromosome is made v.p of hundreds of' minute 
8 
bcodie:s called genes which are arranged in a chain 
like beads on a string and which are the bearers of 
the tendencies toward inherited characteristics or 
traits. 
a. The interaction of a number of genes m~ be 
necessary for the formation of a single trait. 
b. A single gene may play a part in the formation 
of a number of different traits. 
c. Genes received :from both parents may arrange 
themselves in any one o:f thousands of po·ssible 
combinati(l·ns in the new cell or ·embryo. 
1) The resulting chi1d may resemble either one 
<Or both of the parents • 
2) Siblings may differ noticeably. 
3) The child may resemble the grandparents with 
no visible characteristics of either parent. 
3. In the process of reproduction the corresponding 
chrom<Osomes of each parent line up opposite one 
another with the genes of corresponding fUnctions 
arranged oppo·site each other. 
a. It :is possible for the gene controlling some 
trait to be defective, although this character-
istic may not have been evident in the parent. 
b. The gene of one parent will. operate to develop 
a trait without hel.p from the corresponding 
gene o:f the other parent. 
9 
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c. If only- one parent carries a defective gene 
the offspring will be normal, but may carry 
this defective gene, which could be passed 
along to the next generation. 
d. When each parent produces two such defective 
genes which control the same function, the 
offspring will be defective in that respect .• 
e. 'When corresponding genes are present, one wil 
be dominant over the o-ther and is more likely I 
I 
to appear :in the offspring. 
f. Half' of the sperm cells produced by the male 
contain a chrcomclsome designated as X and the 
other half contain a Y chromosome. All ova 
contain X chromosomes. When an X-bearing 
sperm fertil.:izes an cvum the chil.d will be a 
girl. A male resul.t,s from the union of an 
ovum with a Y-beari:ng sperm. 
4. Mendel's laws o-f inheritance were f()rmu1ated afte 
he had experimented with sweet p;eas. 
a. The Law o-f Segregation states that when two 
opposite characteristics are present they wil 
appear in the next generaticn in the ratio of 
three to cone. 
b. The Law of Dominant and Recessive Traits show 
that some traits generally appear more often 
than others when both are present in the gene • 
----.. -·=u=-===-==--=--=-=-=---=-=--=--===---=--====~=-=-=-·======== 
c. The Law of Independent Unit Characters states 
that specific traits are independent of one 
another and need net be passed along in com-
bination. Thus, a child may inherit hair 
color from one parent and hair texture from 
the other. 
5. Knowledge of genetic heredity has . shown the 
danger of marriage between closely related 
persons. 
a. Close relatives ~ have inherited the same 
defective genes and will thus reproduce off-
spring which will be defective in that res~ 
b. Marriage into a family with obviolilsly inherite 
physical deformities, such as extra fingers 
(which are dominant over a normal number of 
fingers and not caused by defective genes) is 
likely to proOu.ce these· deforiil..i-ties in the 
next generation. 
c. Some traits such as haemophilia, muscular 
atrophy, nru.ltiple sclercsis, and baldness are 
linked with the male sex-determining Y chromo 
some and are handed down by the male to his 
grandsons through his daughter. Women do not 
have these: traits but they do transmit them 
from their fathers to their sons. 
ll 
B. Prenatal environment refers to the physical character 
· ti.es; th~~--~fect the child before birth,- the ================~======== 
- -- =-=='?'= 
congenital inheritance. 
1. The prospective mother should consult a doctor wh 
will make periodic examinati(lns and give speci:fic 
directions regarding diet, exercise, etc. The 
mother's diet should be such that the growing 
foetus receives all the nutritive elements neces-
sary :for complete development, whil.e the m6ther i 
also provided with the amount and kind of nourish-
ment that will. prevent malnutrition .o:f her organs, 
meanwhile avo:ii.ding overweight in both mo·ther and 
child. 
2. The e:ff'ects o:f diabetes, tuberculosis, cancer, 
pellagra, and the like/ may impede the phys ica1 
development of' the child and endanger the life o:f 
the mother. 
3. Inf'ectio'lll·S diseases, such as syphillis and measle 
are likely teo· produce a physically defective chi1 • 
4. Imbalance cf' endocrine glandu1ar secretions can b 
the cause o:f marked de:f:iiciencies such as cretinis • 
5. Injuries during birth may be the cause o:f cerebra 
]palsy. 
6. Before birth the chil.d receives nourishment 
through the umbilical. cord which is also attached 
to the placenta o:f the· womb. The pl..acenta. 
receives blood through the process. o:f osm(lsis. 
There is n() direct connection c:f blood vessels or 
-=-=--=-=· =-=-==-=II====== --- -- ---··--· -------
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nerves between mother and child. Thus, it is not 
likely that the mother's emotional experiences can be 
transmitted to the child in the form of birth marks, 
acquired characteristics, etc. 
The newly born infant possesses physical and mental quali-
ties which are raa.ically different from those he will have 
as an adul.t, but from which his adult characteristics will 
develop. 
A. The child is not a miniature adult. 
1. The average infant weighs seven to eight pounds. 
a. Comparatively few surviving babies we.igh less 
than four or five pounds. 
b. Occasionally a baby may weigh nine or ten pounds 
or more, but this is rare and not considered 
desirable. 
2. Average length at birth is about 20 inches. The 
adul.t will be three times as tall, or more, at 
maturity. 
a. The baby's legs are short in relation to the 
body length, causi.."llg him to be top-heavy. They 
will LTlcrease five times by maturity. 
b. The length of' head represents a little less than 
one-quarter of the baby' s ·total length as agai..11s L-
about one-eighth to) one-seventh of that of the 
adul.t. The head of the adult will be double the 
size it was at birth. 
13 
c. The upper part of' an infant's skull is much 
larger th8.1"1 that O·f' an adult i:'l proportion to 
the length o:f :face. 
d. The lower part· of' the f'ace is less completely 
.......... .. 
develope.d than the upper part. 
breast f'eeding. 
. , 
This f'acilitatef 
e. The arms are long in relation to the v;hole body 
They will increase f'our times by maturity . 
f'. The nose is broad and :flat. 
g. The trunk, head and shoulders are about equal i1: 
diameter. 
h . The inf'ant has hardly a..11y neck at all. 
i. The hands and :feet ar'e comparatively small and 
undeveloped. 
j. The trunk will be about three and one-half' time1 
as ~ong and as wide, and about two and one-half' 
times as thick as it is at birth . 
3. The bones of' the new inf'ant. are sof't and spongy. 
a. SoEe bones, such as the :fontanelle, are still 
unconnected a~ birth. 
b. The huma11 bQdy at birth contains 270 bones. 
These i.Tl.crease to 350 at the age o:f 14. By 
:middle age the number has decreased to 206. In 
the place o:f these bones which are not f'ormed a , 
birth are membranes ~r cartile.ge. This condi-
tion ca..Tl be noted :in the wrist of' the child, 
14 
where the·re are two or three bones at the age of 
two, six or seven at the age o·f six, and eight 
bet;.yeen twelve and fifteen years of' age. 
4. Except for rare cases, babies are born toothless, 
although the 20 11first 11 or temporary teeth have 
already begun to :form in the j .aw. 
5. All. new-born :infants hare bluish-gray eyes. This 
co,lor is gradually repl.aced by the permanent color. 
6. Because his blood contains proportionately fewer 
white corpuscles, the new baby has a r ·educed resis-
tance to· disease . 
B. Full. development of' the sensory equipment is not present 
at birth although it, will be present by the end of the 
third year. Although there is evidence that the infant 
experiences sensations, his reactions to these stimuli 
canno,t be full.y expressed until his muscular development 
has matt.Ired. 
1. It is difficult to judge the exact degree of sensi-
tiveness at birth and for some time afterwards. 
2. Newborn in:fants. vary considerably in the responses 
they make to sensoral stimuli. 
3. In the first 30 ho'tllrr's of life, response of' the eye to 
l.ight is s-luggish. 
a. The eyes are almost mature iTl size at birth. 
b. The eyeball will be fully grown at five years. 
c. Movement of the eyes is at first uncontrolled and! 
[15 
e. IVI:ost new in£ants will open or close their eyes 
and will blink as the result of a stimulus such a~ 
a bright light or a breath of air on the eyelids. 
f. The first development, that of' being able to fix 
the eyes upon an object, apparently comes during 
the first two to four weeks,- more nearly the 
latter. 
g. Occular pursuit,- the ability of the eyes to 
follow a mo:ving o~bject - may be evident by the 
sixth week. 
h. Definite response to color may be noticed by the 
third or fourth month. 
4. Many peopJLe believe that most infants are deaf' for th ~ 
firs;t few hours. 
a. In the first 24 to 48 hours some babies will 
react to sudden sharp noises. 
b. Apparently hearing is less mature than sight in 
the new baby. 
c. The first reacti0ns are apparently to sounds 
rather· than to the human voice. 
d. Reaction to the voice, rather than to noises, is 
more consistent by the fourth week. 
5. A number fJcf studies have been made showi..11g that the 
infant does show some sensitivity to sweet, sour, 
salt and bitter tastes. 
6. The sense ~f smel~ appears to be fairly well developeJ. 
at birth. 
7. The skin of' the newborn infant generally is sensitive 
to pain, touch and pressure in every part of the body. 
more so toward the head area rather than at the other 
extremity. 
a. Some part.s of the body, such as the lips, are mor 
sensitive than €:1ther parts. 
b. The chil.d sh€:1ws greater reactions to extremes of 
cold than to extremes of warmth. 
c. The muscular reactions to stimuli of the newborn child 
consist mainly of large, random, mass movements in all 
parts of the body. 
1. Before birth the child moves. and shif'ts its position. 
2. At birth the total muscular weight is less than one-
quarter that O·f the entire body. Muscular weight wil: 
increase 20 times by maturity. 
3. Organi.c muscles contrG);ll.ing heart, lungs, and diges-
tive system are already functioning at birth. 
4. Two unlearned or original. reflexes are present at 
birth. 
a. The Babinski ref'lex, in response to a stimulation 
of the sole o,f the foot, consists o.f a fan-shaped 
s])reading of the toes with the large toe bent up-
wards. This disappears in the first two years. 
b. The Darwinian reflex is found in most infants to a 
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greater or lesser degree. Some babies are able tc 
support their own weight by grasping a bar with 
one hand. This. disappears quickly, but the abil-
ity to Slilpport one's weight by hanging is apt to 
recur later en. 
5. At birth the child al.r·eady can swallow, sneeze, cough, 
choke, gasp, hiccup, f'rown, yawn, and turn and lif't 
the head slightly in a prone position. Sneezing has 
been known to precede the birth cry. 
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6. .A characteristic jJO·se assumed by infants is the tonic-
neck-response in which the head is turned to f'ace an 
outstretched arm, usually the right, while the opposit9 
arm is bent at the e1bow with the hand lying somewhere 
in the region near the head. 
7. The f'irst specialized mo·vement, suckling, appears to 
be an o~iginal response, which is at f'irst more or 
less il:nmature,, but which quickly becomes more adept ae 
the result o~ practice and learning. 
D. The oaby is born with as many nerve cells as he will ever 
have, but these are immature and unspecialized. 
1. The f'irst f'ew years these cells develop quickly, both 
in size and in p·erf'ection of' response. 
2. Growth in the size co,f' the brain :is very rapid f'or the 
f'irst f'our years. 
3 • The younger the chlld, the greater are the number of 
p~tential adjustments or adaptations he can make, and 
thus pJ.as.ticity decreases with increasing age. 
E. It is impossible for an older person to recall, and har . 
to imagine, the impression the new environment first 
makes upon a baby. 
1. Before birth the baby is surrounded by fluid, warm, 
protected, and sound-proofed. 
2. After birth he lives in air, is handled by people, 
subjected to noises, and forced to work at the tasb 
of eating, sleeping, waking, and responding to sti-
muli. 
3. No one knows for sure whether the "birth cry" is an 
emotional reaction to sudden noise, lo·ss of support 
and a completely new environment, or whether it is 
connected with the physical act of taking the first 
breath. 
4. The sudden contrast o,f conditions after birth may 
give a feeling a;f insecurity. 
5. The new baby displays a . number of react ions, the 
cause·s of which are uncertain. 
a. Studies have shown that inf'ants are not born 
with a :fear cf' animals, the dark, fire, and the 
like, but that these fears. are learned. 
b. Many authorities believe that a child becomes 
fearful when he senses a loss of support. 
6. Abcnwt the only means of protest a young baby has is 
his crying. 
a. Crying may be a reaction to a number of situa-
tions such as a sudden l0111d noise, a fee~ing of 
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insecurity, hunger, or physica~ discomfort, or 
perhaps just for exercise. 
b. Frequently crying :is accompanied by violent 
wavings of arms and legs and general all-over 
muscu1ar activity. 
c. If h:is crying resul.ts in his being picked up, 
the child will learn to take advantage of this 
fact within the first few days of his life. 
7. Babies vary considerably :in the amount and extent t<· 
which they show emotional feelings; they vary also 
in the types of reacti.ons they display. 
F. Dr. Arnold Gessel., after having studied thousands of 
children at different stages, gives the following growtl 
gradients as being characteristic of children at differ-
ent ages. 
1. The following are characteristic of children at the 
age of fo~ weeks. 
11 a. Tonic-neck-response predominates. 
b. Momentarily lifts head in prone position. 
c. Opens eyes wide~y and stares vacant~y at sur-
roundings. 
d. Seeks light of' window or a bright moving object 
e. Regards an object brought into ~ine of vision. 
f. Sleeps or dozes most of the time." 
2. The fell owing are characteristic of children at the 
age of sixteen weeks. 
"a. Assumes a symmetrical posture. 
b. Sits propped for a short period and can hold 
head steadily erect. 
c. Rotates head from side to side and inspects 
surroundings. 
d. Activates arm as regards an ocbject and looks 
from own hand to object. 
e. F~eetingly perceives an 8mm. pellet on table. 
f. Shows spontaneous regard for rattle and own 
hand. 
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g. Can raise head in prone positi(On so th'a:t face i~ 
aimco:·st perpendicular. 
h. Fists uncur1. 
i. Tonic-neck-response is disappearing • 
. j. Smiles, Ji.aughs aloud. n 
3. The :following are characteristic of children at the 
age (J:f twenty weeks. 
"a. Holds head erect and steaey in sitting position. 
b. Extends arms . in prone :po,sition. 
c. Corrals an object on contact by palming. 
d. Reflex closure disappearing,. 
e. Thumb is inactive. _ 
:f. Can momentari~y Slllp];>ort a large fraction o:f his 
weight when held. 
g. Shows definite reaching, :frequently resulting 
in contact. 
h. In supine position visually pursues a lost toy. • 
4. The following are characteristic of a child at the 
age of t wenty-four weeks. 
"a. Roll s from prone to supine. 
b. Approaches and grasps a toy and can rescue a 
toy dropped within reach." 
5. The following are characteristic 0f children at the 
age of twenty-eight weeks. 
"a. Bounces actively in supported sitting. 
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b. Strongly manipulative; banging, shaking, and 
transferring toys. 't,IJ:anipulates cube, transfer~:, 
and releases on~ against a s~ce . 
c . Able to grasp bilaterally. 
d. Latera~ deviations decrease. 
e. Per ioa.s of · short-lived equilibrium. 
f. Perce~tive of new surroundings. Occupied with 
watch i..."lg sru•r ouxld.i..""J.gs while in carriage. 11 
6. The following are characterist~c o:f ch~lw•en at the 
age of thirty-two weeks. 
"a. Pi.vots in pr one pos i t i on. 
b. Hola.s on e o"bject ., I' egm·ds and grasps. another. 
c. Bites, chews, regards toys. 
u. Closes eyes on appl""' Oa ch of an object to face." 
7. The fcvlle>wing ru.·e characteristic of ch~l.dren at the 
age of thirty-six weeks. 
"a. Sits alone, leans :forw·ard and re-erects self. 
b. Brings one toy against ano,ther. 
c. Feeds himself a cracker. 
d. Vlhen held under tre arms can support his weight 
on his toes and maintain a standing position, 
but tends .to lean forward at the hip joints. 11 
8. The following are characteristic of' chi~dren at the 
age o~f forty weeks. 
"a. Pulls self to f'e.et at side rail CD:f' crib. 
b. Rocks: or creeps. 
c. Legs sustain weight, but bale.nce is imperfect. 
d. Sits alone and shifts f'rom prone to back • 
. e. In carriage plays with toys as well as watches 
surroundings. 
:f. Thumb is opposed. 
g. Index finger is prominent. 
h. Gaining in f'mger.:..tip contr(Ol. 
i. Picks up Qr pokes· or pries at tiny bits. 
j. Has crude vcillmtary release. 
k. Reac 'hing well. coordinated. 
1.. May have temp0rary success in toilet training." 
9. The following are characteristic of' children at the 
age of forty-eight weeks. 
"a. Pivots in sitting. 
b. Cruises at crib rail. 
c. Takes toys from table to chair and reaches toys 
to side rail. of' crib. 
d. Plays serially with several toys. 
e. Has an easy release." 
1.0. The following are characteristic of children at the 
age o.f fifty.:. two weeks. 
11a. Walks with 0ne hand held. 
b. Puts tc:::>y in and - out o_f container. 
c. Ih his carriage, inspects automobiles, pedes-
trains: and dogs. 
a. Appetite usually good for all meals, though it 
may be so:linewhat less for breakfast. 
e. M.ay refuse milk from the bottle, especially if 
sc:::>me change has been made in the nipple. May 
alsc:::> refuse it froJn. the cup. 
f. May finger feed for part of <Dne meal. 
g. May insist on standing whil.e eating. May need 
t0y to occupy his hands while eating. 
h. Usually has one naJP a day. Sleeps well 
i. Postural developments introduce complications · 
bowel movement. Functions best standing or 
lying down. 
j. Dryness after nap. Intolerance of :wetness at 
certain th1es of' the day. 
k. No longer interested in water play or gross 
motor activity. Now plays with washcloth, soap 
and water toys. 
1. Inter·est in taking off hat, shoes and pants. 
Cooperates in dressing; puts ar.m into armhole o 
extends leg for pants. 
umb sucki as a tensional outlet, wit 
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or without an accessory object. 
n. Handles genitals and possibly some masturbation 
usually very slight. 
o. Heyday of smiling and social give and take. 
Takes part in social games such as "Vlhere 's the 
baby?" Repeats performances laughed at. 
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]J . Fears' loud or unexpected noises, strange object~ , 
situations or persons~ , familiar persons who in 
any way change, falling objects, dangers (Jf 
falling, sudden movements and threats of bodily 
harm or :pain. ' 
q. May wake in night and cry, apparently in respon~ e 
t0 sonnd. 
r. Gives object to another · on request • . 
s. Very socia1 with mother. EnJoys kissing. Shy 
with strangers. 
t. Gross motor activity predominates. Puts object~ 
in and out of' other· o·bjects. Plays with buttond 
attached to garments. 
u. Imitates simple behaviors. May be inhibited by 
"no-norr. 
v. Wriggles f'or "down". Gestures f'or nup". 
w. Has tw0 words bes:idies dada and mama. 
x. Gestures f'or go0d-by and pat-a-cake. 11 
11. The following a..re characteristic o:f children at the 
age of :fifteen months. 
"a. Walks a few steps and falls by collapse. 
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c. Casts toys in play. 
d. Releases cone cube over another, and dangles a. 
toy by a string. 
e. Attempts to imitate a scribble by rubbing or 
banging a crayon 0n paper. 
f'. Enjoys loCJki ng out window at trees and moving 
automco:bil.es. 
g. Pats or manipulates a picture book. 
h. Toddles, climbs, constantly active. 
i. Casts with :imperfect release and no aim. 
j. Buil.ds tower of' two cubes." 
12. The following are characteristic of' children at th 
age of' eighteen months .• 
"a. Walks; seldom f'e.l1s. 
b. Runs. stiffly. 
c. Runs into, rather than kicks a ball. 
d. Likes to move l.arge toys by pulling, pushing, 
cor carrying. 
e. Explores rooms and closets in the house. 
f. Seats self by backing into a small chair. 
g. Climbs stairs • 
h. Bowels and bladder coming into control. 
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i. Builds tower of' three or four blocks. 
,j. Turns several pages at once, pointing to or 
naming pictures. 
k. Appetite may be decreasing. Noon meal usually 
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1. Refusals and preferences fluctuate and not 
clearly defined. 
m. Generally feeds self all three meals and hands 
empty dishes to mother as he :finishes them. 
n. Convulsie>ns may accQmpany illnesses, especiall 
tho,se with high tenperatures. 
o. Cooperates in dressing; puts on shoes. 
p. Thumb suckiQg reaches a peak. 
q. Sit-down temper tantrums, tears books or wall-
paper. 
r. Very mobile, with sketchy, short-lived atten-
tion span; impulsive. 
s. Rough with children or animal.s. 
t. Becoming more affectionate with mother; hugs 
and shows a.ff'ection toward de~ or teddy. 
u. Interested in the activities o rf' the household. 
v. Mc:tY refuse to be toileted by anyone 
w. Plays with pull., toys, dolls, pot,s and pans, 
balls, hammer toys, sand, blocks and books. 
Likes to' listen to radi<>'• 
x. Gestures help to reinforce language. Jargon 
pred<~minates. Has vocabulary of about ten wcr 
y. Blames puddles on others. Says "no 11 if asked 
if he made them. 
z. Likes te> bring daddy's slippers, etc." 
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T====~=-13. 'l'h e following are characteristic cf children at th 
age of two years. 
11a. Runs without :fall ing and squats in play. Make 
rhythmical responses, such as bending knees in 
bouncing, swaying, swinging arms, nodding head, 
tapping feet, and dancing t(); music. 
b. Regards and reaches almost simultaneously. 
c. 'Fits toys together. Rotates forearm and turns 
doorknob. 
d. Builds blocks horizontally as a train sponta-
neously. Builds a tower of seven blocks after 
demonstration. 
e. Appetite fair to moderately good. Noon meal. 
usually the best. Can name :foods and express 
likes and dislikes. Goes on food jags. May 
prefer yellow foods. Holds spoon right side up 
f'. Some can feed themselves and will accept no 
help. Two extreme group·s now discernible; the 
messy and the spotless eaters. 
g. May sleep two or tbree hours in afternoon. May 
not sl.eep f'or a period of' several weeks. A lon 
nap ·tends to disp·lace night sleep. Many bed-
time demands. Usually wakes at slightest sound 
h. Trainable as to bowel movements. Bladder con-
trol is better. Tell.s in advance. May express 
verbal pride in achievement. 
Likes 
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especially to wash and Clry hands. 
Removes shoes, stockings and pants. Likes to 
undress. Can put on some clcothes, though may 
put both legs in one pant leg and hat ~n back-
wards. Cooperates in aressing. 
k. Thumb sucking less during day. Has a positive 
association with hunger, frustration, fatigue 
and excitement. 
1. Left alone in a room, removes everything from 
drawers and cupboards. 
m. Better emotional as well as P",stural. equilibri 
:More sedate than formerly. Shy. 
in play, but helpful with adult. Real show of' 
affectic:m for mother, especially at bedtime. 
May spread t() other adul.ts. Possessive of' own 
things but not jealous of others. Proud of' new 
clothes. 
n. Child is sensitive, dependent and tearful. Not 
characteristically aggressive. Engages in tug-
of-war over materials. Messes up the house but 
large objects, hats, trains and the dark. 
I 
P• 
:fear of going down the drain, mother r s departurj , 
and animal noises. 
Shows strong affection for parents. Names geni 
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boys :from giris by clothes and haircut. 
q. l Begins to demand that mother do certain things. 
r. Rather often a great :favorite but child may 
demand mother if in trouble or tired. 
s. Not much interest in siblings; takes them :for 
granted. 
t. Does not get into things as much as :formerly. 
Will hel-p about the house. Family is nearly th 
child's whole world. Likes birthday parties, 
' though p'arty to him is :food. 
u. Parallel. play needs close supervision. Cannot 
share. "It r s mine 11 is a constant refrain. L:ike 
t() be with ether c bildren. 
v. Takes doll. :for ride in carriage, plays with san 
and water, pushes wagon <Dr carriage, plays with 
little <Dbjects, likes to hear rhymes, looks at 
bo()T~.s, names pictures in a book. 
w. Possesses as many things as possible; strong 
:feeling of <Dwnership. 
x. Jargon dropping out, three-word sentences com 
:in. Vocabulary increasing rapidly. May includ 
12 to 1,000 words. Verbal handling of' child 
begins to supercede physical handling. Speaks 
and should be spoken to in short, simple sen-
tences. 
y. No appreciable religious sense. May enjoy 
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of Santa Claus • 
z. Still lives ch iefly in the present, but begins 
to understand words dencting the :future. Dis-
tinguishes between one and many, but usually do 
not count objects. Says "anudder" with the ide 
of' one more. 11 
' II. Development, which can be defined as; an increase in 
:ity of behav:i~r, takes ]place in the nonnal child in an 
orderly sequence ·which is generally characteristic of the 
human race, although individuals will show slight variations 
A. In general, there are :four main areas o:f change. 
1. The ch ild increases :lin size, physically, mentally, 
and emotionally. 
2. There are enormous differences between the propor-
tions of an infant and those <xf an adult. 
3. Certain original :features disappear as the child 
grows older. 
a. The Darwinian and Babinski reflexes oisappear by 
the ena of' the first six months. 
b. The toni c-neck-resp:()nse has usually disappeared 
by t h e end <>:f the s.econd year. 
c. 11 Baby hair" usually falls out :fairly so()n and is 
replaced somewhat later on. 
d. The child first makes small explosive sounds 
which. uisappear when babbling starts, and 
babbling is in turn forgotten as talkiP_g develops 
Cree 1_ng and crawling are replaced by walking an !. e. 
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are s e r dom used ~ain. 
f. Keenness o1' senses wanes with increasing age, 
especially o:f the senses o:f smell and taste. 
4. In development , the child acquires new :features. 
a. Additional bones develop. 
b. First teeth make their appearance. 
c. Mental traits such as curiosity, acquisitions 
~~knowledge, moral standards etc. develop wit ' 
increasing age and with reference to environ-
mental features .• 
B. Develo]J!Ilent :follows such an <Orderly pattern that. it is 
]P>GJssible to set up scales in which each stage leads ou 
o:f the one preceding it. - What happens :first in any 
aspect O·:f development J:tas an important influence on 
what happens later. These scales are roughly charac-
teristic of all normal children. 
1. In general, development proceeds gradually from th 
head toward the feet. 
2. Development takes place first in the area of the 
axis of the body and then works toward the extre-
mities. 
3. Large mass reactions are :followed by more specific 
~Dnes. 
a. 
b. 
Indefinite wavings of the arms are followed by 
a reaching toward an o:bj.eet, then crude palmi, 
motions and finally by an ability to grasp. I 
Infant emotions cause reactions in the entire 
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body, and later on become more specific in 
laughing, crying etc. 
c. 'When the chi1.d is learning to talk, one word 
may serve to designate a large class of objects 
as when "dog" refers to any animal and "cookie" 
to any article of food the child particularly 
likes. 
d. All the noises repeated in babbling are the sam 
sounds that will later be used in speech. 
C. This orderly development will not take place unless 
the environment is favorable. If it is not favor-
able the child may stand still. or regress. Both 
hereditary and physical factors influence growth an 
development. 
1. The most important factor in development seems to 
be general mental ability and alertness. 
a. Although this ability is to a large extent 
native, providing the child with good learnL~g 
situations will enable him to make the most o:f 
his abilities. 
b. Generally a child who is superior in intelli-
gence is apt to be superior or above average irl 
other special traits, such as health, size, 
social relations and special aptitudes. 
c. It is usually possible to predict with some 
degree of accuracy how a child will develop. 
d. This is an aid in making educational plans, in 
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ing h~w much to expect from the child. 
e. The mentally deficient children are easier to 
recognize than the mentally superior during thE 
first two years. 
2. The sexes show variations in pattern of development • 
a. The average birth weight of' boys is slightly 
higher than that of girls. 
b. Boys continue to be taller than girls up to 
about the eleventh or twelfth year. 
c. M.entally, girls mature sooner than boys. 
3. Normal growth depends very greatly upon the normal 
functioning of' endocrine glanos, particularly the 
parathyroid, the thyroid and the pineal glands. 
4. Both the amount o:f f'oods and the kinds of :foods: 
vitally affect development. 
a. nutrit ion received, especiall y dur i ng the first 
t wo years, is said to be an~ectly responsible 
:for the ultimate height and state of health of' 
the adult. 
b. Good nutrit~on means a b~lEnc e d di et composing 
adequate amounts o·f proteins f or gr•owth, f'ats 
and carb0hydrates f'or energy, and. v i tamins and 
minerals for both gro~~h and energy. 
c . Such deficiencies as: poor bones: and_ teeth , 
rickets, skin diseases and anemia are caused by 
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a po0r aie-L an 
elements. 
5. Exposure to :fresh air and sunlight enables the skin 
to absorb vitamin D, which aids in general good 
health and the :formation o:f strong bones and teeth. 
6. Diseases and i njuries can cause either temporary or 
permanent health deficiencies. 
a. Unless the disease :is particularly virulent or 
severe so as to leave permanent impair.ment, 
development is only tempor,arily slowed and 
generally has physical 10r emotional, rather than 
mental, e:f:fect. 
b. A child who is con:fined at horne :for any length 
c:f time may :feel a loss o:f social relationships 
upon his return t<D good health . 
c. Pampering during an illness sometimes resul ts in 
a child's becomiP..g 11 spoiled . 11 
d . Birth injuries may cause :permanent deformities, 
but these are not likely to occur when the mothe 
receives aoequate medical and hos:pital care. 
e. Accidents, which are o:ften the result of care-
lessness and thus avoidable, can cause such 
permanent disabilities as brain damage, loss <D,f 
eyesight, am]i:rurtations, or shortened or deformed 
limbs. 
f. Development :m1ay be temporarily retarded by 
:poisons, caused by such illnesses as diseased 
7. 
g. Scarlet :fever, measles, meningitis, mumps etc. 
can leave the child with a permment loss of 
good health. Preventive shots, doctor's advice 
and the most expert of' nursing will help to avoi 
these complicaticns. 
h. Both tuberculosis and in:fantile paralysis are 
diseases which are apt to attack younger rather 
than older people. 
Certain races seem to develop faster than others. I 
a. Children cyf the Mediterranean races mature soone 
than those of' the northern European races as a 
rule. 
b. The white and yellow races usually develop faste 
than the negro and Indian races. 
8. Cul.tural dif'f"erences: in rearing children, such as 
that of' the Indian in binding his babies, apparently 
do not change the pattern co:f normal development. 
9. The position in the :family generally causes slight 
variations in the rate of' development as well as in 
the pattern of the personality. 
e.. The middle children in a family tend to develop 
faster because they have older children to imi-
tate and are stirrulated to do so. 
b . A child whose siblings are greatly older may be 
babied and petted to such an extent that he is 
not stimulated to develop as fast as he might. 
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c. "Only" children are apt to be advanced in lan-
guage because they are so much with adults, end 
less rapid in motor development . 
10. Muscles must develop in order to function and must 
function in order to develo_p. Consequently, the 
opportunity a chil.d has to exercise his muscles 
directly affects his rate and degree of' development. 
D. Children display individual rates of' development which 
remain constant. The child who develops slowly at first 
is likely to continue in this slow development, while the 
child v1ho shows· a faster rate at first usually continues 
at that faster rate. The rate of' development is influence~ 
by, 
1. Growth tendencies inherited by the chil.d. 
2. Opportunities for physical activity. 
3. Infant nutritional provisions as well as nutrition in 
later periods. 
4. Other environmental :features, such as educationsl 
experiences, sunlight, freedom from physical dei'ects 
and disease, etc. 
5. Emotionally stable children develop better and :faster. 
E. Development, although steady and gradual, show:s certain 
periods when rate (Of growth is more rapid. 
1. The rate O·f' prenatal grovrth is the greatest. During 
these nine months the child attains . <me-third of' his 
:potential height and has gro'Wil from a single cell. to· 
s .el!.er:al. .billions of cells. 
2. Weight increases. most. in the period :from the :first 
of' July to mid-Decero.ber. 
3. Height increases. are greatest in the period coveri 
ApriL to mid-August;,. 
4. During the :first. :five years the chil.d' s growth 
equals that o:f the next ten years. 
F. Di:f:ferent parts o:f the bocy- deveLop at di:f:ferent rates 
and mature at di:f:ferent tim:es. 
1. Sometimes development in one area will seem to re-
main static cr to be recessive while development 
proceeds rapidly in another direction. Speech deve 
opment, :for exampl.e, slows up while the child conce 
trate s upon learning to walk. 
2. Arms grow faster than legs, but both grow :faster 
than the trunk in the early years. 
3. Eyesight is matured usually by the end of' the third 
year. 
4. Diff'erent types of interest predominate during dif-
ferent stages and to different degrees with the 
individuals. 
a. During early childhood the child is interested 
principal~ in himseif. 
b. Play is most dominant during childhocod. 
c. Social interest develops about the time the 
chiJ..d enters school and develops sloVTly. 
d. Creative illila.gination is vivid during childhood. 
sJ.D,wly and considerably 
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later. 
IV. Each step in development is accompanied by emotional reac 
tions and attitudes; the emotional set of the child, in 
turn, has a direct bearing upon how he will learn and 
develop. 
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A. In emotional development there are both maturing and 
:learning. If these do not occur the deve1..opment o:f 
language, social.., or even motor skills may not procee • 
The child will revert to the habits he had during the 
peri~d when he felt most secure. 
B. Gratification of the child's fundamental needs is mos 
Enportant in different forms at different ages. 
1. Grati:fy that which is essential., uppermost, and 
normal at a given time. 
2. Gradually the child will begin to accept a certa · 
amount .of pain and frustration and learn to :face 
reality. 
C. Children display many and frequent emotional reactions 
1. These reactions, though :frequent, are tense but 
short-lived and the child is easily diverted. 
2. The pattern of these reactions varies with the 
individual child. 
3. Some reactions seem to be generally characteristic 
o.f all children of certain ages. 
4. A child whose emoticns are bottled up, rather th 
expressed in a socially approved manner, ID~Y de-
velop more perm.anent maladjustments which will be 
I· 
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expressed in other ways. 
I 
I 
a. The child may become generally bad-humored an 
inclined toward periods of brooding, sulking, 
negativism and the like. 
b. Overt signs o:f tension include restlessness, 
fidgetiness, daydreaming, shyness, tics, stut-
tering <Dr stammering, lack o:f appetite, regres-
sion, lying, stealing, rrJAsterbation, constipa-
tion, aches and :pains, disobedience, hysteria, 
tantrW!!ls, etc. 
D. A number of different types o:f reactions are character-
istic of the average person. 
l. Fear :is ~me cf the most :frequent reactions in 
babies and young children. It is the result of' 
learning> when we can recognize the danger in a 
situation but do not yet know enough t0 see the 
true situation nor how to co,pe with it. 
a. Fear may arise through imitation, as when a 
child senses that another person is a.f"raid of' 
thUl!llderstorms. 
b. It may result from umpleasant experience such 
as when a child is afraid of any man wearing a 
white coat because the doctor wore one when he 
innoculated the child. 
c. Children frequently learn to fear dogs, barber , 
noises, deep water, darkness etc. These fears 
are very real to the child. 
II 
I 
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o. unexpec e ess o 
I] 
a :fear stimulus, rather than the stimulus itseJ4 
which startles the child and causes :fear. 
e. Sometimes the :fear is causeo by a change in a 
:familiar person 0r object, such as a hat on 
granamother or a rearrangement o:f furniture at 
home. 
:f. The number 0~f' :fears usually decreases as the 
child grows o.lder. 
g. It is extremely di:f:ficult to dispel :fears. Sug 
gested methods include assisting the child to 
acquire skills to cope with the :fear situation, I 
introduce him gradually to a :fear situation, andi.l 
recognize rather deny or ignore the :fear. 
h. Fear has positive value when it operates to 
cause the :person to practice rules o:f "sa:fety 
:first." 
2. Anger increases in :frequency as the child grows 
older. It is apt to replace :fears he had earlier, 
because he now understands a situation and will 
attack the problem instead o:f retreating :from it. 
a. The child will show anger i:f he is physically 
restrained, thwarted in carrying out some plan, 
or if' something goes v~ong with some activity 
in which he is engaged. 
b. Some chil6ren :find tantrt.uns a means o:f getting 
attention they t h ink is being denied them. 
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c. Anger reactions can be prevented to some extent 
when standards of behavior are gradually set up 
which the child recognizes as just and when 
these standards are maintained consistent~. 
If the reaction is a bid for attention it may be 
best handled by ignoring it. Social disapprova l! 
expressed by the chil.d' s contanp:coraries is apt 
to be effective. 
o. Many injustices of the world have been corrected 
because someone was· righteously angry. Anger, 
constructively expressed, is not only socially 
approved, but may be socially beneficial. 
e. Aggressiveness which causes the child to comp 
and to· become a leader is closely related to 
anger. 
4. Jealousy i s directed toward another person because 
the cr.d.ld t•eels insecure :iJ.n a soc :i.aJ. situation. 
a. Jealousy is expressed by a desire t(); harm the 
obJect of the Jealousy, regression to infant 
ways, such as bed-wetting or thumb-sucking, ana 
by bids for attention by withdrawing from the 
situation, through feigned illness, hunge1• 
strikes, disobedience, negativism, etc. 
b. Jealousy is most common between the ages of 
three and four and frequently one or the oth er 
parent is the. obje ct. 
c. Mothers who pamper their children seem t o have 
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a greater percentage of jealous children. 
d. More gli~ls than boys appear to be jealous . 
e. A child is often jealous of a new baby because 
it seems to him that attention has been denied 
him. 
f. Jealousy is an advantage '~Nhen it prompts the 
child to enter :ii.nto competition with other 
children for honors and acc0m:plishments. 
5. Positive emotions occur in children when they are 
adjusted and able to accept their frustrations. 
a . Delight, pleasure, and joy are felt in an all-
over sense of well-being. 
b. Affection and love :for others than self do no.t 
exist. :iil the newborn child. 
c. Children need to be held and cuddled in order 
t .o feel wanted and secure. 
1) The chil.d' s first social affection is di-
rected toward his mother or upon whoever 
takes care of him in the first six to eight 
weeks. 
2) Gradually affection spreads to other member 
of the family, and later on evinces· itsel:f 
as friendship for othe~· people. 
3) Children express their affection more by 
hugging and patting than by kissing. 
E. There are several factors that determine the degree of 
emotional adjustment or' maladjus.tment in a child. 
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l. When the child is tired he is more apt t o display 
signs of' f'ea.r and worry. 
2. Poor health :may result i..."YJ. :fears or worry . 
wh{l is physically uncom:fo1. ... table duri.""lg teething w · 
be :fretful ru~d irritable. 
3. The way in which a child :iLs treated by his :parents 
or other adults is one of' the most important factor 
in determining a child's emotional reactions. 
4. Undue excitement will get the child stirred up so 
that any tendencies he has to emotional upsets will 
be stimulated. 
5. The type of' discipline he receives will cause a 
child to react :favorably or unfavorably. 
6. Children who get what they want without too great 
effort will tend to become spoiled and be U..llable to 
7. 
8 . 
stand frustration. 
Close relationship with a highly emotional person i I 
apt to transfer that state to the child. I 
A child who is overage·, underage, oversize, or unde -
size for his grade is likely to develop :feelings 0f 
inferiority, :fear, jealousy or worry. 
9 . Envirorunental :factors such as the type of' neighbor-
hood, overcrowded conditions, nutritional deficien-
cies, etc., will react unfavorably on the child. 
10. Physical development, such as the loss of' the .first 
teeth and the cutting o.f' permanent ones, will cause 
the cbild to :feel grown up and important. He Inay, 
1 r 
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as a result, act independently enough. to clash w~th 
adult authority. 
11. Rapid growth may leave the child short of energy, 
with resulting listlessness and perhaps feel.ings of 
inferiority. 
Ji2. Deficiencies such as blinClness, deafness, or lame-
ness cause a chil.d to miss a good deal o.f mental. an 
social practice and cause a general withOrawal from 
society. Some children are cruelly subject to ridi-
cule because of' their infirmities. Others may be 
neglected or g iven too much sympathy. 
Parents, through ignorance of' normal patters of' behavior f 
frequently refer to normal behavior as "problem behaviorr;r 
cr overlook the abnormal behavior and fail. to take 
proper measures. 
1... Certain difficult traits occur at different ages an 
are normally outgrovm as the child wrogresses to the 
n ext stage. Too much emphasis on these reactions 
may cause them to be intensified. 
2. Encouragement 01' baby traits, as well. as of childis 
mental habits and attitudes, because they appear 
r1icute 11 may result in retarding development. 
3. Learn±Qg cannot take place nntil. the functions con-
cerned with that learning have l}latured. It is 
dependent upon the development o.f' nruscles, nerves, 
and skeleto~and upon bodily proportions. 
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a. Forcing a child to perform before he is able may 
cause him to feel inferior and to be permanently 
harmed. 
b. To,ilet training cannot take place with much e:etl3c 
tiveness until. muscles necessary to control the 
functions of elimination have mat1.1r'ed. Insis-
tence may cause the c bil.d to react negatively an 
actually to become chronically constipated. 
c. In some areas it is possible to wait too' long 
before teaching the chil.d, so that it is more 
dif'f'icult for him to develop new habit s and 
skills when he is l.ess plastic. Likewise, he 
-wil~ lack st:imulati<iln and incentive if' too littl 
is asked o.f him and he is not. helped to live up 
to his capacities. 
d. When a chil.d is ready and eager to learn and is 
not permitted the opportunity he may lost inter-
est and refuse to try later on. 
4. Usually there are indications when a child is ready 
to l.earn. 
a. He will generally' show a spontaneous interest. 
b. The interest will remain apparent over a period 
of' time • 
c. Given a chance to'• l-earn, he will show progress. 
5. Understanding parents will learn when to expect 
these normal reactions, and will. learn to recognize J 
emotional maladjustments, and f'ind wise means o:f 1/ 
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dealing· with them. 
6. A knowledge o-f' when to expect certain abilities to 
develop will enable the parent to provide materials 
and stimulation at the proper time. 
7. The early years are the most important because they 
come first and form the fonndati<On for what comes 
later, the rate c.f development is f." aster at this 
time, and an error is hard or impossible to erase. 
8. In additiml to maturation, the child must have the 
desire to l.earn and a model. to imitate before he c 
learn. 
G. Parents need to strike a balance between a permissive 
atmosphere and one of restriction. 
].. A child feels more· secure when he is he1d to some 
sort of standard of' behavior. 
2. In the very small. child, overlook as much as possible 
the negative but harmless activities of' the child. 
3. Restrictions should be increased gradually as the 
child grows <::llder. 
4. Too much severity, re.striction, and nagging are apt 
to cause reactions in different children, varying 
from nervous mannerisms, regressi.€),n, r ·etirement and 
shyness, to negativism and ollltright defiance, and 
often a deeply hidden hostility toward the parent. 
6. Over-protecti€.m and sool.icitousness rob the child o:f 
opportunities to think for himself, to discover his 
own ca acities and t(). ex pe r ience stimulation. 
4 
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6. Too much permissiveness causes the child to be self-
centered and to develop without having experienced 
frustrat1on. Sooner Qr later, when he does meet 
with frustration he will. no.t know how to handle him-
self. 
7. Al.tho'lllgh what he does may be 'tad, the child himself is 
not bad. Find out what causes him to act as he does 
and treat the cause!. Give the chil.d the reason for 
the :punishment • 
8. Use p~sitive rather than negative commands as much 
as possible. 
9. Give one command at a time. 
10. Avoid making threats unless you. intend carrying them 
out. 
ll.. It is probably best to use spanking sparingly. 
Spanking may cause the child to resent the person 
rather than the Pl\lrlishment. It also gives the child a 
precedent for striking someone himself. 
12. Avoid using as punishment any means. that will actu-
ally harm the child. . The child sholilld not be 
deprived of regular meals. Sending h:i.ml to bed makes 
going to bed seem a punishment rather than a privi-
lege. Threatening the child with wolves, etc. is no 
only beyond the realm of probability, but also 
induces foolish fears. Threatening with the police 
will instill a fear of' the men whose chief function 
. rotect the populace against danger and fears. 
!f18 
1.3. Punishment should always be consistent, with both 
parents agreed upon standards o:f behavio;r so that tlle 
child will. not learn t~' play one parent against the 
other. 
14. Sometimes it is advisable for parents to divide the 
authority, with one supreme in one area and the 
other in another. 
15. \Nhatever the :pnnishment, the child should always be 
aware that he is wanted and loved and that his 
naughtiness is only a tenporary condition and can be 
corrected. 
16. Recognize his good deeds positively. 
IV. Children of all races carry on play activities spontaneous!~ 
and of' their ovm accord without urging on the part of adults. 
A. Play satisfies some o.f the child"s basic needs. 
1. It satisfied physical needs. 
a. It helps to develop muscular strengths and 
skills. 
b. It helps the child work <O:ff extra energy. 
c:. It o:f:fers exercise which stimulates alJL-over 
bodily activity and promotes good health. 
2. It satisfies certain mental needs. 
a. Play helps the child explore his environment an . 
to build ey:· his store of in:format~on. It is a 
natural learning activity o:f children. 
It gives him practice at di:f:fer~nt sorts. o:f act~- . b. 
1 . h. I· vities so that he can come to rea ~ze ~s ovm 1 
I 
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abilities or disabilities and to discover his 
0\m particular interests. 
3. Play satisfies certain social needs. 
a. Play helps · the child to learn how to get along 
with :people, t0 know that other people have 
desires, feelings, and rights, and to learn how 
~ther people react to situations. 
b. Group p.lay , especially sports, teaches the 
child to take part :in teamwork. 
c. It lays the foundations for the formation of 
lifelong· friendshi]ps. 
4. Play satisfies emotional needs. 
5. 
a. The activity and satisfying effects of play giv . 
emotional enjoyment. 
b. Being part of a gang gives the child a feeling 
0::r acceptance. 
c. In :play a child can learn how to take . the bumps 
d. Achievement in play satisfies a need for appro-
val. 
e. It gives a child an opportunity for self-expres 
sion, through channels of creative ability, 
leadershi.:p ability, special skills, etc. 
Play promotes sound mental health by allowing the 
child to work of:f the effects o:f problems that have 
been bothering him. It gives him a chance to work 
off pent-up :feelings and release emotional tensions 
c. 'i'hP. activities the child carries on in play often 
-I 
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give an adult the clue to how the child f'eels 
toward others, such as when he pretends that a doll 
is someone he knows and when he inflicts cruelties 
on the doll . 
B. The number of' play activities in which children engage 
in early childhood are greater and of' wider range than 
they will be later on. 
C. As the child discovers his particular abilities and 
interests he tends to concentrate his leisure time on 
these. 
D. The child's ability to play is dependent upon a number 
of' environmental factors. 
1. Children who live in very poor neighborhoods, ruch 
as city slums of'ten forget how to play. 
2. Studies show that the chilru~en who have larger play 
areas in relation to the number of children using 
the area sxe more sympathetic and less aggressive 
than those whose play space is curtailed. 
3. In addition to a large enough space, the play area 
should also be saf'e and set apart from such hazards 
as heavy traf'f'ic, dangerous bodies of' water, cld 
(JUarries and the like • 
.,; 
4. If' a child is happy and not moody, he will f'eel f'ree 
to express himself' in play. His play will be accom-
panied by laughter and vigorous running and jumping 
only when he is healthy and happy. 
s A t._ired child engages in much less play, particularl:y1 
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of the vigorous, active kind. Accidents are more 
apt to happen to him when he is tired. 
6. A child whose physical development is normal or 
above average will particjpate more effectively in 
play. 
7. Bright children do better at play activities, and 
tend to be more original and to initiate more kinds 
of activities. 
8. The emotional tone of a group of children will deter 
mine. the patterns 0-f play the group follows. Usu-
ally there is a bett.er relationship between children 
of about the s.ame age, interests and. abilities. 
'Ml.en the children are not well suited, play is apt 
t0 deter:io~ate into quarrels. 
9. The child's clothing must be easy fitting so as not 
to hamper his movements, close enough so that it wil 
not catch on the play equipment, of the right weight 
for the t:Y"J';e o:f weather, stout and easily cleanable. 
10. The kind and amount o:f a child' s play will. depend 
upon the play equipment he has to use. 
11.. Wise adult guidance can make the di:f:ference between 
play that is interesting and. valuable to the child., 
and. that which is forced and o.:f little value. 
E. Toys shomld be selected with certain considerations. 
1. They sholilld be sturdy. Cheap, :fl.imsy toys encourage 
the child to be destructive. 
2. Toys :for small children especially, should be 
. ' 
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non-poisonous and made ~rom material that can be 
sterilized. 
3. They should be suited to the child's ~e, degree of 
physical development, intelligence and interests .• 
4. Toys should be artistically designed, simple and not 
gro.tesque. 
5. Toys should be safe. Small children should be 
guarded against small pieces. that can become detached 
~rom the toy to lodge in the throat, toys with sharp 
points, etc. 
6. Most children pre~er "dco-with" toys - either raw 
materials or toys that are :iin pieces to be assembled 
7. 
or' arranged. 
At every stage the child should ov..n some tcoy that ha 
a stimulating e~fect so that he will devise a varie~ 
o~ uses ~or it. 
New toys should tie :in with whatever the child 
already has. 
9. Do not give cheap toys that won't work. One good 
hammer is worth an entire cheap set o~ tools, and 
scissors s11ould cut, even though they probably will 
have blunt ends. 
F. Selection o~ large equipment Should also be considered. 
1. It should be suited to the size and weight o~ the 
child so that he can reach its working parts, and so 
that it is strong enough to bear his weight. 
?. SoJne e(fjuiPment may be adjustable so that it can be 
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used over a period o:f several years. 
3. Equipment should not re:qu:ire constant adult supervi-
sion. Very small boys cannot operate the handsome 
electric trains that are now on the market. 
4. Too much equipment, as well as too many toys, is as 
bad as too :ii.ttle i:f it has the e:f:fect of making the 
child hop around from. one thing to enother more than 
he normally would. 
The child needs some sort of equipment to encourage 
development ():f large muscles, such as outdoor gyms, 
swings, sp,orts equipment.., trees to climb or :fences 
to scale. 
G. Children r s play requires a certain amount O·f supervision 
by adults, but only enough to protect their safety and t 
prevent one child from becoming a bully while another 
becomes cowed. Need for supervision gradually relaxes a 
the child grows older. 
1. Surround the child with beauty - simple, clean and 
colorful settings - because an unhappy child is not 
relE!.xed end cannot create. 
2. Provide a large enough play area which is sa:fe and 
has equipment which is functional and easily access-
3. 
4. 
ible. 
Give the child an opportunity to~ play, but do not 
tell. h:tm to 11go play something. n 
Provide both indoors and outdoors activities. In 
spite of the :fact that play is a natural activity 
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children, they need to be introduced to nevv k~nas o 
activities and shown how to· proceed. 
5. Adu.l.ts are inclined to talk too much. 
a. Vvnen a child is building something let him. decid 
when it is finished. Try no.t to interrupt him. 
b. Avoid asking what he has made, but rather ask h · 
to tell about it or to tell. a story about it. 
When a child is making a picture he may not have 
any idea of reproducing any particular object. 
He is more interested :in the doing rather than · 
the result. 
c. Don't superimpose your own ideas of beauty. The 
child must learn from experience and his surreal.-
d • 
istic effects are the result of his experimenti 
Show interest. and enthusiasm in what the child is 
doing and try to f'ind something that can sin-
cerely be praised. Use praise intelligently. 
D~m't give the child f'also encouragement if he 
does not have ability. 
e. Encourage the child to experiment and to do 
t bings lds own way. 
6. Avoid letting him. tackle things that are to<D hard or 
imp<Dssible f'or him to carry out. This is apt to 
result in d iscouragement and lack <tJf' further ef'f'ort. 
7. Guard against the fearlessness <Di' the child. Small 
children quite commonly have no fear <Df heights and 
e t<D get themselves into some very precaric:u, i 
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spots. A child with no fear of the water may easily 
wander in too far. Winter tilrne always brings news 
items about small children who wander out onto thin 
ice with tragic consequences. Know where the child 
is and what the conditions are where he is :playing. 
Children are also caxeless, and some toys, such as 
guns, bows and arrows, sharp points, etc., can cause 
serious inJury. Toys wielded in anger often cause 
inJuries. 
!±l' . Children normally quarrel am0ng themselves, usually 
because someone has taken anCDth er' s toy or because 
one thinks another is being unfair or has an unfair 
advantage. 
a. Chilo.ren' s games the.t are unsupervised are apt to 
end up in disagreements. 
b. Construction play needs more supervision than 
dramatic play does. 
c. Stress cooperation rather than competition. 
d. It is hard to settle disputes. Often the guilty 
one who caused the argument is hard to spot. It 
:Es. doubtf'ul whether l .etting the children fight it 
out every time is good because the strongest chil 
is apt to win out a11d the other will become too 
submissive . Try to stop arguments before they 
b eg in or at their beg inning. The most effective 
remedy is tiiJ' separate t hose who are quarreling 
for a while. 
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e. Ch:ilaren will naturally cheat in games of chance 
such as card or aice g ames, because they have 
such 9. strong desire to win. It is 1.'•rell to play 
with them from time to time to check up on their 
methods, until they have learned that cheating i 
not social ly acceptable. 
10. Children shoula be trained to be responsible for 
keeping their toys in order and in their proper 
place s . 
11. When talc~ng trips, go with the child rather than tak 
him on the trip. Know all about t h e place :first a11d 
talk about it ahead of time. Then perhaps he can 
show you what you are seeing. 
H . Play activities can b e classified according to t he:i.r typ • 
1 . Manipulative toys are the :first ones used by a chil..d 
and c ontinue in use in different :fo~1s :for the rest 
of one's li:fe . 
a. Children need to anticipate and to partie :ipate ii 
pl ay activities r a ther than t o be mere ly specta-
tors . 
b . Raw materials such as crayons, clay, sand, paint, 
sevdng materials, wood and nail.s, etc. are among 
the most populcu. ... toys and the m<:Js t instruc·tive. 
c. A second class of manipulative toys includes 
T±nkertoys, erector sets, building blocks, etc. 
d. The :first toys are smal l rattles, cubes, and the 
like , which the child merely handles, learning t ' 
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grasp and to release= an object, to pass it from 
one hand to the other, to place it on a table or 
put it into a cup, and to get sorne sense of' the 
t.aste, :feel.ing a.."ld texture of the object. 
2. Games can be active or passive activities. 
a. Outdoor games, such as hide and seek, races, tree 
climbing stu:.r1.ts, and sports of al~ ki..nd.s, aid in 
large muscle development and bodily stimulation. 
b. Indoor games, such as parchesi, checkers, domi-
noes and the like, are mentally stimulating and 
offer opportQnities to compete on aneth~ level. 
3. The need for adventure is a compulsion in children 
and is one reason v'rhy children may I'un away f'rom home 
In a sense it is a cause of delinquency. To satisfy 
t h is need the child cru1. be taken on trips to the 
store, dairies, farms, zoos, the beach, museums, his-
toric sites, parades, circuses, athletic contests, 
:fish piers, etc. They like to go to the station to 
see the trains come in, to visit the airport, t,o 
watch boats, and to go on picnics. 
4. Most children co-llect things. 
a. At first they collect everything imagi..~able just 
f'or the sake of' coll.ecting. 
b. Later they specialize on just a few things. 
c. Collecting leads to ·t.rading with one another and 
Ln this respect they gain a sense of values. 
5. Children love books even before they can read. 
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a. The first bo<Dks are picture books, usually with 
pict1..1.res o.f the everyday thi...llgs :i.11 a baby's life 
such as a ball, a cup or a teddy bear, and 
printed on cloth which will not tear. 
b. Books on the next level contain a few sentences 
0r just letters, such as 11B stands for baby" 
which can be read to the baby. He vv-ill soon 
learn to :point to the pictures and pretend to 
read the book by himself. 
c. The next books contain simple stories which the 
child likes to have read to him over and over 
again. 
d. The first bo0ks sho111ld be printed in large type 
with wide margins and short lines so that the 
printing does not appear to be overwhelming in 
amoUJ..nt. 
e. As soon as he is interested, the child should be 
introduced to the l:ibrary and sho·wn how to locate 
books f'or himself' . Many libraJ."'ies have special-
ists who conduct story hours for children. 
f. Reading before going to bed is a good method in 
which to get the child in a quiet mo0d for sleep. 
He comes to· look forward to going to bed. 
6. Small. children, particularly, like to listen to 
stories. 
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a. Keep the stories at the level of the child's abil-
1 
ity to understand. 
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b. Very smalJL children have a short span of atten-
tion and are not apt to listen to a story that 
lasts more than three or four minutes. 
I 
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e. Stories sholilld be filled with action rather than 
with descriptions. 
d. Children like stories about themselves, people 
they lmow and animals. 
e. Even when part of' a group listening to a story, 
a child likes to :feel that the story is being 
told just to him alone. 
f. In telling a stcry, use the names of people and 
places that the child knows, so that it will 
seem real to him. 
7. Quite young children can be given experience with 
I 
.1 elementary science, starting with nature studies, 
I 
II exploring the out-of'-dol\Jrs, making their ovm gardens 
I et.c. Most children love to f'ish with a bent pin on 
' 
l/ 
I' ,, 
the end. o:f a string. They like to look at the stars 
and be told stories about them. They can learn to 
watch thermometers and barometers. 
8. Most children crave pets and can learn how to handle 
animals correctly throlll!gh caring for their pets. 
9. Movies should be previewed to make sure they are in 
every way suitable for the child to see. Even "Snow 
. d 01 White" contained a witch which f'r~ghtene a number ..1. 
children. /I 
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shows are J.ID.poss~ble to prev~ew. 
but a careful study of children' s programs offered 
will help in selecting certain programs for the chi 
to enjoy. Small children should be trained to wait 
for an adult to turn on the radio so as to insure 
their getting only appropriate programs . Older 
children who have their ovm radios in their rooms 
might be checked from time to time to find out what 
programs. they listen to, and to what extent listen-
~ competes with their home work. 
11. The phonograph is a good substitute for the small 
child because a carefUl selection of records can be 
made. Modern recordings are excellently done and 
often tell the same tales the child finds in his 
books, so that. he enjoys them all the more. 
12. Children like music with simple melodies and rhymes 
and. with lots o.f rhytbm - things they can sing and 
dance to,. 
I· Children of different ages have different play interests 
Play activities are not abandoned all of a sudden, but 
rather are replaced gradually by advanced or new activi-
ties . 
1. In most instances a play activity is not dropped 
suddenly, but is gradually replaced by another or by 
a sim:il.ar activity of a more advanced level. 
2. The first playing a child does is manipulative. The 
child handles small objects. like rattles and cubes, 
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and in doing so learns to grasp and release objects 
3. The pre-school child progresses through a series of 
constructive play activities involving materials 
such as sand, mud, crayons, clay, etc. 
4. Garnes like peek-a-boG:>, pat- a-cake, and hide and see_· 
start ·within the first year. 
5. The :pre-school age is a dramatic one, during which 
the child uses holJlse-play activities , involving 
acting· out the activities 0f the people he knows . 
a. The child tells stories to himself'. 
b. The child takes part :in parallel play in which 
he plays by himself' in the company of other 
c. 
children of whom he is very much aware and whose 
activities he may copy. During this period t he 
children do not converse much nor :play coopera-
tively. 
There is l .ittle six difference at this age. 
Both boys and girls will :play with much the same 
toys and do not seek out particularly the com-
pany ~y£' playmates of' their own sex. 
d . Children will play for a longer period of' time, 
but their attention span is short and they go 
of'ten f'rom one activity to another·. 
e. The child i.s apt to have an imaginary companion 
1 to whom he talks, about whom he makes up larg e 
I stories, and who may be called upon to t a ke the 
I blame for some naughty act. 
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f'. Quarreling is very common and usually develops 
over the posse.ssion of' some toy . Children are 
not apt to share things with others wit hout some 
persuasion. 
g. The chil d at this age needs both group and soli-
tary play. 
VI . Des irable character traits are best developed when their 
foundations are laid early . No matter how many princip les 
0:f behavior are held out to a child, and no matter how nmch 
they are stressed, they will not be entirely accepted by the 
child if he sees his parents violating these principles in 
one way or another. 
A. :Manners might be ae:fined as customs whi.ch are intend.ed 
to show consideration :for the rights ana. feelings of 
otho8rs . They are l ee..rneo. throogh the imitation of ac-
tJ.ons o:t' othex·s. 
l. e.:ro od ma.::.1.ners should be expected from. all members of 
the f"arruly alJ.ke . If' a child is taught that he 
should not interrupt a conversat ion, his remarks 
should be given the same consideration. 
2. IVIanners which can be taught to the small child 
:ii.nclu.O.e the use of' 11thank you 11 and rrplease" , good 
table llle.ILTlers, such as correct use of' utensils and 
chewing with the mouth closed, apologizing for mis-
takes, corx··ect 1.1se of' the handkerchief' , covering th1 
m01ilt h when coUlghing, greeting family me!IDers in the 
morning and saying good night at bedtime, offering 1 
chair to a guest or to an older person, and simple 
practices in entertaining friends. 
3. The major part of teaching linanners should be done 
within the family circle upon every possible occa-
sion, rather than in front of guests or strangers. 
Unless the job is done well beforehand, manners will 
fall by the wayside when the child is conf'ronted by 
stra.i'1gers who may cause the chiJLd to feel shy or 
retiring. Insistence upon perf'ornance at this time 
i s likely to cause the child to look upon manners as 
unp].easant end he will resist :fui'ther training. 
B . Habits of neatness can be developed early. 
1. If there is a place for everything in the house the 
small child will take part :i.cular delight in helping 
to replace objects that a.re out of position. This 
2 . 
gives him a feeling of accOinplishment and importance. 
Good grocming habit.s. are easily developed because al] 
the activities connected with keeping clean, brushinel 
hair, brushing teeth, dressing , etc., offer the chile 
the attention he desires. He v.till realize satisfac-
tion when he receives compliments about this appear-
ance. 
3. Children like clothes, particularly brightly colored 
ones, end they enjoy being allowed to choose which 
dress, sweater, socks or hair ribbon they will wear. 
4. If' the child is expected to stay reasonably neat he 
should be provided with garment..s that are easy for 
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him to put on and to arrange, and which will stand 
up well to the kind of' activity in which he is 
engaged. 
5. The child should become more and more responsible 
for the order o:f his own room and his ovm belong-
ings. Hooks that e.re low enough :for him to reach ir 
the closet, and low shelves will make this possible 
c. Habits o:f honesty do not o·ccur· naturally :lin the srnall 
child. 
1.. Every child should have a room or a p·art o:f a room 
0r some corner in a house that belongs just to him. 
This will give· him a feeling of security and a pridE 
of' ovvnership. 
2. The child needs to know that his clothes and his 
toys are his and his alone. 
3. In the same way, he should be made to realiz.e that 
the other members of the :family each have their ovvn 
:portion o:f the house and their own belongings. Eac , 
person should practice habits of not touching the 
belongings of others without permission. 
4. These individua~ rights of :family members mould be 
respecteo without allowing a single exception to 
take place. 
5. Children need to have money of theil" own given to 
them as a regular allowance. 
a. They sbould understand just what this allowance 
is expected to cover. 
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b. An aj_lowance saves the embarrassment of' having 
to ask for money end serves to give training in 
money management. 
c. A child with no money may steal to keep up with 
hi.s friends who do have money. 
d. Small. children enjoy havin,g their ovm small 
banks and early habits of saving are easily 
established. 
e. Money values have no meaning for the small chil( 
nor do property rights mean much, but he will 
quickly learn that one exchanges money f'or mer-
chandise at the store. He will enj0y being 
allowed to take the money frlinn his mother and 
hano. it to the clerk. 
f. The child's desires are so great that he is more 
likely than not to: steal if he has the oppor-
t'Lmity and has n0· lr10ney. 
6. Children have been known to steal because they hearc 
their fathers complaining abo1llt monthzy bills and 
thought the family needed. help. 
7. The child's tendency t~:> collect and to hoard may 
also prompt his steal:i.:ng. 
8. Iviost adults consider· themselves honest, but a child 
will note inconsistencies and the principles being 
taught him will not seem to apply. When the laundrJ: 
·returns an extra garment, do we always return it? 
Has a parent patronized the black market and braggec 
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about managing to secure scarce go<Dds? l.:f the con-
ductor fails to take our ticket d<D we turn it in? 
When we. receive too much change do we always return 
it? 
9. St<Dlen articles should always be returned. In addi-
tion, the child should perhaps also be required to 
pay for the article to show him that. stealing is 
more serious than mere "borrowing''. The mc·st impor-
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tan"t thing is to find out why the theft was committe~ 
and to correct this condition. The child should 
understand that stealing is a :form o:f injustice. 
D. Small children lie because they have vivid imaginations 
which prompt them to make up stories. Often they cannot 
distinguish themselves between :fact and :fancy. Older ) J 
children may lie to escape the consequences o:f an a.ct of 
which they are :fearful, because they :feel insecure and 
think then~ stories give them some prestige, or simply 
to get attention and satisfy their love :for the dramatic. 
1. If parents expect truthfulness :from their children 
they should make sure they are not caught out in 
some lie such as trying to get overage Johnny into 
the movies for half price or :failing to give the 
correct reason when refusing an invitation. 
2. Because small children are clumsy and careless, 
accidents often happen which are quite unintentiona~ 
on the part of the ch:iLl.d. If punished :for somethin~ 
that was not his :fault the child may be inclined to I 
l .:iie the next time such an occurrence takes place. 
3. Parents should be carefu1 to distiP~ish between 
lying and hariD~ess flights of imagination. The 
latter may well. develop later on into some valuable 
creative ability such as Wl--iting or cartoon work. 
E. Babies are not born socially aware, nor do: they display 
sympathy toward others for several years. 
1. The child's first relationships with his mother, 
then with his father', and finally with other members 
of the family, are usually pleasing to him because 
he is the center cf attracticm and his needs are 
being satisfied. 
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2. Sympathy probably has its foundations in early chile-
hood when the child notes the helpful gestures of 
one family member toward another. 
3. As soon as the child begins to associate with others 
his ovvn age he begins to discover t'D...at his wishes 
are not always satisfied and that others may have 
desires that conflict with his. 
a. When the child discovers that imposing his will 
upon others is not socially acceptable he is 
likely to change his ways. 
b. When be finds that. being consider·ate of others 
is rewarding he is likely to look about for 
other similar ways of behavior. 
4. Children need and want the companionship of other 
children. 
power o sympa ~ze ~s e ancea ~ t e ch~ld who 
has had a wider range of experiences and who thus 
kn0ws the ef'fe.ct. situati0ns have had upon him. 
6. Generally very small children a.re not sensitive to 
signs of physical. suffering in others. 
7. As children get older they can be taught to recog-
nize physical misfortune or injustices as they af'fec 
other people. This ability, desirable as it is, wil I 
vary greatly among individuals and in the degree to 
which the child will take remedial action. 
8. Children do not develop snobbishness and racial pre-
judices spontaneously, but learn these from other 
people,- generally from their parents . 
F. The whole process of growing up involves learning to be 
independent and self-reliant. 
1. Even the smallest child can be given chances to make 
choices or decisions. He can be allowed to select 
one garment from several offered to him, to choose 
from several kinds of' vegetables, to decide which 
toys he will play with, which way he would like to go 
for a walk and the like • 
2. As the ch±ld grows elder he should be permitted and 
3. 
encouraged tc make more and more decisions of his o 
without experience i.:n making decisions, and thus 
without having had an o.pportunity to evaluate the 
results 0:f those decisions, a child continues to be 
dependent upon adults and to be poorly equipped to 
8 
take his place in society. 
4. One of' ov~ basic needs is the feeling of' security. 
there is security in kn.owing that home and f amily 
stand ready to offer needed help . There is also 
security in knowing that one is capable of handling 
a situation without having to depend upon someone 
else. 
G. A child needs to learn that he has certain responsibili-
ties and he needs to form habits o.f' responsibility. 
1. One vray of' developing a sense of responsibility is 
to give the child regular chores to perform. These 
can be small ones at first, and gradually increase 
in difficulty and i mportance . 
2. Performing household duties also gives the child an 
opportunity to acquire useful skills and a great 
deal of learning through experience. 
3. It g ives the child a closer bond to his home because 
he is contributing to it. 
4. The child, in t he performance of his duties, gains 
an appreciat1on of' the efforts involved in runn ing 
a home and a more considerate attitude to"~;vard others 
H. Good health ha.b1ts must be :formed very early in life if 
they are to be effective and if t hey- are expected to 
proouce a physically :fit ch ilO. and ad.ult • I 
1. Cleanliness in all aspects of the environment shoulc 
be maintained. 
a. The child should form the habit o:f washi.'Tlg his 
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b . 
hands after to:Ueting . 
He sl~uld learn not to put into his mouth any-
thing that is unclean, such as f'ood dropped on 
the floor or his f'riend~ chewing gum. 
c. Regular bathi:.r1g should be routine. 
d. VJith the appero'""ance of the f'irst teeth the chil<· 
should be taught to brush his teeth regularly. 
e. Clean. clothing should be worn daily. 
f. Nail care should be a part of the grooming 
rou-tine. 
g. Household cleanliness should be the example far 
him to follow . 
2. The child should receive ample rest. 
a . The new baby sleeps or dozes mos-t of the time. 
b . From about six months on the child is awake f'or 
l .onger periods but takes a morning and a_n. after-
noon nap. 
c. At the age of one a child will have an afternoor 
nap and sleep about. 16 hours at night. 
d. Some children wil l skip the ai'ternoon nap after 
the age of about three, or they may spend the 
nap tll.11e in quiet play in their rooms. 
e. Other children seem to require more sleep and 
will continue afternoon naps up until the time 
they enter school. 
3 . The healthy child needs to form good food habits. 
a . MiD<: is essential for the growing child and 
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should be introduced in cooking if' the child 
does not drink it as a beverage . 
b . Ch ildren need an opportunity to learn to like 
all foods . 
c. Introduce new foo ds in combination with things 
the child already likes. 
d. l..feal time should be a quiet, relaxed time, 
during which scoldings are avoided wherever 
possible and urg ing is at a minimum. 
e. If a child refuses a food it may not be because 
he dislikes it, but because he is making a bid 
for attention or is rebeling against authority. 
He may refuse food because he has seen some 
other member of' the family do so . Quietly 
remove the food and wait an interval of a few 
days or weeks before offering it agai..r.h, and 
then perhaps prepare it i..~ some other way . 
f . Most children will eat better if' they are left 
alone and not distracted by conversation and 
other interesting activities. 
g. Demand feeding is now advocated by many pedia-
tricians. It has been f'o~nd that it cures 
colic. This starts by feeding the new baby 
whenever he cries for food . He soon develops 
his own feeding schedule. Later when g iven a 
choice of foods, the child seems to select the 
kintis and amounts vvhich agree with him a.'l.d 
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e neeas. 
h. Weaning should be done gradually to avoid 
undesirable emotional reactions. The child 
should have become accustomed to a cup before 
his bottle is gradually taken from him. A cup 
can be used for water or juice or placed on his 
tray as a plaything. v'Jhen he is ready to dri 
he will indicate it by raising the cup to his 
mouth . 
i. Solid foods should not be introduced until the 
child has enough teeth and muscular strength in 
his jaws to chew properly. 
4. A child needs to get regular exercise and fresh air 
to promote grov~h of large muscles, good circula-
tion, elimination of body wastes, proper digestion 
and deep breathing . 
5. Good standing and sitting posture is a habit made 
possible by certain factors, such as good health, 
properly fitting shoes and other garments, good 
muscular development and emotional security. 
2 
PROBABLE INDIRECT LEARNING PRODUCTS 
1. Increased powers o:r observation· 
2. Ability to note normal behavior in children. 
3. Ability to note abnormal behavior LTl children. 
4. -~ attitude o:r patience toward children. 
5. Greater skill as baby sitters. 
6. Occupational information about occupations involving the 
child. 
7. Increased knowledge oi' the co:mmunity and its services as 
well as acquaintance with people not previously knmm. 
8. A desire and ability to be better parents when the time 
comes. 
PROBABLY L~CIDENTAL LEAJfrTING PRODUCTS 
1. Better understanding of' self. 
2. Better under-standing of' siblings. 
3. Better understandL~g o:r parents . 
4. A liking for children. 
5 . Appreciation of the miracle of' birth and development. 
6. Appreciation of the new baby as an individual. 
7. Appreciation o:r the desirability o:r choosing a mate with 
care. 
8. An appreciation of the importance o:r environment in rela-
tion to heredity. 
9. An appreciation of' the relation o:r maturation and learning 
to development. 
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INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITIES FOR SECTI01f I 
Start with a class discussion, asking sOiine such quest ion 
"Do you resemble one parent more than another? Do you 
resemble both pa.r;en"ts? Do you resemble some other relative! 
such as an aunt or a grandfather? Are you and your sisters 
and/or brothers much al:ike <Dr different? Are you often 
t<Dl.d that you look like someone else? Are you often told 
you 'take af'ter·' one pe.rent or the other?" 
A f'ollo:w-up question might be, "In what ways may people 
resemble one another? 11 (i.e. physically, mentally, emo-
tionally). "Do y<Ju know two people who have similar 
mannerisms?" Lead up to the question "W'hat causes pec:>ple 
to resemble one relative or another, c:>r several relatives? 11 1 
2. Ask the pupils to draw up a family tree. From this show 
how family resemblances have been passed along. Finally, 
ask, 1 ~"What causes people to resemble one relative or 
another, or several relatives? VJhat causes them to differ 
f'rolln other family members? 11 
3. From magazines or newspapers which the students are not 
likely to have seen make a collection of' pictures of' a 
murderer, a minister, a teacher, an honor student, a local 
hero, a juvenile delinquent, a labor boss, a banker, an 
athlete, an actress, a civic leader, a thief' etc. Ask the 
class to try to tell which picture represents each charac-
ter. Point out that -looks can be deceiving. ~~vhat causes 
people tea look the way they do? Are looks indicative or 
the way pe0pl.e will act? Ti'lh.y or why n~Dt? Eow do we get 
our looks? 
4. Show one or more or the :following films which are listed 
with the descriptions which accompany then in the :film 
catalogue . If these are nmt used f'or introductory pur-
poses it would be well. to include one or more as part o:f 
the learning activities. 
HEREDITY (Associated Films, Inc., New York) 1 reel. "The 
process of' mitosis and meiosis shown by means of' animation 
and composite photography. Deals with the Mendelian ratio 
and shows how hereditary characteristics are transmitted." 
HOMAN BEGTI'JNJLNGS (Associated Films, Inc., New York) 2 reel 
in colcar. "How young children react to the idea of' a baby ! 
i.s shown :in this latest :film by Dr. Lester F. Beck of' the 
University of' Oregon and Eddie Albert. Cast with 6-year 
olds :for audiences of' young children, their teachers, and 
parents. 11 Correlates with the book HUMAN GROWTH by Beck. 
I-lLJMA,_'!IJ REPRODUCT:ITON (Associated Films, Inc., Nevr York) 
2 reels. "I·ll:odels a..nd animated drawings are used to 
describe the anatomy and step-by-step functioning m:f the 
reproductive organs of' men and women in the complete 
process caf' reproduction. The film stre:sses the biological 
normalcy of reproduction and the importance of' clear, 
objective knowledge of these facts as important to the 
success ~yf' LIJE.rriage and parenthood." A McGraw-Hill Book 
co. film. 
LJIFE BEGn:rs (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., Boston) 
6 reels. "Collaborator is Dr. Arnold Gesell. Provides a 
condensation of the individual Child Development films and 
gives an overall. view of Dr. Gesell's work at the Ya=!-e 
Clinic of Child Development. Stresses the need for Jrl..f&-"lt 
hygiene and treats lii'.any phases o:f infant behavior." 
BABY Iv'Dl:ET S HIS PA .... "R.Eu'\TTS (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 
Inc.) Collaborator: Lawr ence K. Farnk. "Clearly po~ts 
out hQW differences in personalities can be accou~tea ~or, 
not only by heredity, but also by the human relat1onsh1ps 
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years of' life. Explains, with life situations, how the 
infant personalit.y is influenced directly by the e},.'tent to 
v~1 ich the baby finds fulfillment of his basic needs -
food, elimination, and loving care.'' 
5. Ask each s tudent. to select a child whom he or she c a..">1 
observe dt:J.ring the course of' these units, and about whom 
he can keep a notebook. At the end of' the units let the 
class plan a party for these children~ 
6. Ask the class to write their autobiographies, pointing out 
instru'lces that taught them lessons or 1i1rhich changed the 
course of their lives. 
INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITIES FOH SECTION II 
1. Hold a class dJ.s cussion. Ask the students to tell their 
earliest recollections. Bring out t he fact t hat most of us 
usually c e~not recall events that occurred before the age 
of t wo ru~d that t h ese esrly memories are scattered and frag 
mentary. Ascertain whether these :memories of t he c lass ct:r·e 
connected with some lesson learned, emot i ona l up s e t s , or 
with some specia l treat or event. Then, by que stionL'10 , 
br1ng out t he contrast betwe en the prenatal environment ana. 
that of the new wor ld. Hazard a guess as to what impressio· 
the new environment nm.st illlake upon the child - his emotions 
&"ld his mental status . 
2. Ask the class t o ht.mt up their baby books or to consu.lt 
their pai•ents to fi."'1.d out "~Nhat they were like at b irt"h. Let 
them bri..11g in baby pict1..tres, arrange them on the bullet:LTl 
board a1·1d have t ,he c l ass gu.e ss who is who. In class dis-
cussion contrast the di fferences between the newborn d:l ild 
a"'1.d the adult . . Develop the idea that the greatest cha11ges 
ta'k:e _p lace i.11: prenatal development - from a single cell to 
a hu.-·nen being of several billion cells. The next gl"eatest 
change is :Ll'l the t'irst tV'O yeru""s and therefore the child is 
most p lastic duri.11.g this period. 
3. Show one or more of ·the following films, e it,h er as an intro 
ductory activity or later· on as. a core activity . Films 
listed are accompanied by ·th e description s which appear 
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YOUR CHILDH."EH 1\.!.'JD YOU (Associated Fil_rns Inc T\l-e"' \ .r 0 .,_.,K ) 0 1 ''Cl . ' • ' -- '" ~ .L '" 
v ::ee-~. . 1arm~g pre;s~ntat~on of' parent-child relation-
shlps o..ealJng w1.th c1uloren .Lrom the ear·ly months t0 schoo 
~e •. C~vers a variety C:f subjects: weaning, behavior a."tld 
OJ..~c2pl2ne , early que st2ons about sex, feru."", toys a1-:td oth e 
maJor problems." 
J.:Il7 E VHTB J?ABY ~Associated Films, Inc . , New York) 2 reels . 
1\l ar1-~ch of T1.me f'lL'Il ~- '.'How children grow, mentally and phys _ ca 1~, ~s charte~ o.ur1~g the pa~?t 35 .Year·s by a group of' 
spec1.al1sts work2ng unaer· the d1.rect1.on of Dr. Arnold 
Gesell. Informat ive but amusing sequences . " 
:f::N"OW YOUR BABY (Institutional Cinema Service, Inc . New 
York ) l reel.. "The do's and dont's in the care of'the new 
baby . The importance of proper food, clothing, bathin~, 
tourp ing' etc." "" 
THE CHILD GRmlS UP (Institutional Cinema Sel."Vice, Inc., fe 'W 
York) l reel. "Development of the normal child :frorn the 
first birthday to the first school day . Food , habits , 
play, relations with other children etc. 11 
BABY'S D Y AT TWELVE V.JEEKS (Encyclopaedia Britannica F ilms, 
Inc., Boston). Collaborator: Dr . Arnold Gesell. "Pre-
scribes effective daily routine and care for infant at 12 
weeks. imalyzes one entire . day from baby's wakening at 
6 A. r.':: .• until the final breast feeding at lO P.M. Inter-
prets the significance of various infant rea~tions during 
C.aily routine activit,y a.nd demonstrates bathing, feeding, 
p laying, a:n.d daytime sleeping." 
CARE OF TEE NEW- BORN B.'LBY (Castle Filt:ns, New York) . Has 
accompanying f'ilm strip . "Shows the nurse's functions and 
duties in teaching parents to care for new-born babies; 
shows what the nurse can do in the home, clinic a..'!d hospi-
tal; a.nd demonstrates how to hold, dress , bathe , and feeci 
a baby ." 
BABY 1 S DAY AT FOR'rY- EIGI-IT ViEEKS (Encyclopaedia Britannica 
FiLms., Inc., Boston). Collaborator: Arnold Gesell . ''Illus 
trates prescribed methods of' infant care at forty-eight 
weeks . Demonstrations include bathing, reeding, playing , 
ru~d sleeping . Emphasizes the importance of cod liver oil 
and orange ju:ii.ce in the diet, and directs attention to tJ::.e 
necessity of proper elimination. Explains the psycholog~­
cal implications and educational significance of the 
infant's everyday experiences at this age . " 
BEHAVIOR PATTERNS AT ONE YK-'I.R (Encyclopaedia Britannia 
Films, Inc.) Collaborator·: "' \.rnold Gesell. "Presents a 
series o:f test situations revealing normal behavior 
:patte~ns fo~ the infant at fifty-two weeks . Interpret.s 
re a ct1ons d1qQlayed when the infant manipulates one two 
t~~ee, and ten cubes. Other test situations involv~ a ' 
c1:1p and spoot;t, a cup and cubes, a pellet and bottle, a 
r1ng and strJ.ng, and a paper and crayon . rr 
FROM CREEPlliG TO WAI,KI NG (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 
Inc., J?oston). Colla"t?orator: Arnold Gesell.. rrA:n.alyzes 
I!lechan1cs ~f' locom?t1<;m and the stages by which the 
L~~t graaual~y a-ctaJ.ns an upright walking posture . 
Pom1:.s out varH>us stages where natural, l:lnassisted :Lrll'an 
action makes for best progress . Illustrates how attained 
abili-ties are related and how some are normal outgrowth s 
of' others-. Authoritative narration by D-r. Gesell. himself' 
clarifies significant action. rr 
GRO\IiTH OF I NF.ANT BEH.'\.VIOR: E.iLl=tLY STAGES (Encyclopaedia 
Britannica Films, Inc., Boston). Collaborator: Arnold 
Gesell. nTraces the rapid grm~rth of early infant behavio 
patterns . Contrasts typical inf'an t reactions at various 
stages by means of' cinematic technique allowing study of 
t wo different pictures simultaneously on the screen . 
Careful selection of' scenes depicting typical and natural 
infant behavior makes f or authentic study. Animated dia-
grams clarify characteristics of infant psychological 
growth . rr 
GROWTH OF Il\TF.Ai.'JT BEHAVIOR: LATER STAGES (Encyclopaedia 
Britannica Films, Inc., Boston). Collaborator: Arnold 
Gesell. "Reveals the increasing ability of the growing 
infant to use his hands L1i1 man.ipulating 0bjects. Portray 
the definite and predictable stages by which the han.d 
grows from an almost useless organ to the dexterous and 
sensitive instrument of the human will. Animated drawing 
illustrate the growth of' the prenatal hand. rr 
LR~TING MfD GROWTH (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc ., 
Bos ton) . Collaborator: Arnold Gesell . rtReveals normal 
infant. ability by sho\Ning the possibilities and limita-
tions fn the training of infants from 24 to 48 weeks o:r 
age . Explains major principles of the learning process, 
and anal.yzes several learning problems with special refer 
ence to the ef'f'ect of maturity. Describes the relation-
ships of' age, gr(rvvth, and learning. rr 
POST'CJRE AND LOCOM:OTIO~T (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 
Inc., Boston). Collaborator: Arnold Gesell. rrFollows 
infant development from helpless immaturity to controlled 
locomotion. First the infant only kicks and wriggles; 
then gradually he learns to control position and posture 
by pivoting, creeping, standing, cruising, walking, and 
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run..TJ.ing. .A consecutive biographic series depicting thirtee 
different age levels enables a detailed study of' compara-
tively repid progress . " 
THIRTY-SL'{ VJEE£(8 BEHJ\.VIOR (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 
Inc., Boston). Collaborator: Arnold Gesell . "Traces a 
day's activity f'or the baby previously pictured at twelve 
weeks. Reveals growth that has occurred during the inter-
val; and depicts the first successful attempts at creeping 
by showing the infant trying to reach and seize a bal l on 
the floor. Interprets the response at this age ,to atten-
tions by mother and father, and offers corrrrnent 'm the 
psych0logical impl ications 0f these reacti10ns . 11 
CHILDF.U~ LEARN BY EXPERIENCE ( International. Film Bureau, 
Chicago ) • 11A study of children as they go. about absorbed 
in their own af'f'airs, . learning in their own way . Most of 
the time they didn't know the camera was there , s0 film 
shows them as they really are." 
MEETLWG Tl-IJ:!: WORLD (International Film Bureau, Chicago) . 
"Emergence of personality in the first months oi' life and 
the importance of environment for healthy development. 11 
POSTURAL ADJUSTMENTS OF TI-:m:: INFANT (International FiJm 
Bureau, Chicago) . "Neuro-muscular dev elopment is further 
illustrated in this film by the postural adjustments. of' the 
infant when held by the feet with the head hanging dovm. 11 
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INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITIES FOR SECTION III 
1. Show one or more of the following films if they have not 
e~ready been used. (See Introductory Activities f'or 
Section II for description. ) 
FROM: CREEPING TO WALKING' 
GROWTH OF Il\TFA._Tff BEHAVIOR: EARLY STAGES 
GROWTH OF INFANT BEHAVIOR: LATER STA.GES 
LElffil\TlliG AND GROWTH 
POSTURE AND LOCm.10TION 
2. Hold a class discussion growing out of the preceding sectio 
to su:r:nmarize ways in vvhich the baby changes, namely; in 
size, proportion, disappearance of some features, and 
acquisition of' new features. Note that. these represent 
physical, mental, and emotional traits. Bring out the idea 
that by development is meant an increase in complexity of' 
behavi~r. 
3. Arrange a visit to a child development in some nearby 
college or university or other organization. 
4. Arrange a talk by an expert LTl child development, a pedia-
trician, or an orthopaedic doctor or nurse. 
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DT'rRODUCTORY ACTIVITIES FOR SECTION IV 
1. Discuss the results of the pre-test ru~d use the questions 
expre.ssed by the group as a basis :for an introductory dis-
cussion to the top:i.c. 
2. Ask t.he members of' the class to describe some difficult 
times they have had in trying to contr0l children. In each 
instance discuss the possible causes :for the chilo's 
behavior. Develop the idea that :feelings of insecurity 
cause behavior difficulties. Ask, 11VJhy do people :feel 
inse.cure? What are the basic needs of small children? 11 
3. Show one or more o:f the :following :films, either as an intro 
ductory activity or later on as part of the learning activi 
ties. The accompanying descriptions are quoted from the 
film catal<Dgues. 
HFLPING THE CHILD TO ACCEPT T}ffi DO'S (Encyclopaedia 
Britannica Films, Inc., Boston) . Collaborator: Lawrence K. 
Frank. 11Portrays the child learning to live in a world 
defined by the Do's:, and explains how his personality is 
influenced by the extent to which the Do 1 s are accepted. 
Illustrates, with l:if'e situations, the types o:f Do 1 s the 
child must learn to accept: (1) the Do ' s :for personal 
living, (2) the masculine and feminine Do's, end (3) the 
Do 1 s for human relati0ns. 
IiEI:JPING. THE ~IULD TO FACE THE DOr·IT 1 S (Encyclopaedia 
Brltam1lCa Films, Inc., Boston). Collaborator: Lawrence K. 
F'l"a:rlk. "Reveals hovv· the yQung child meets a world of Dont 1 
and hQvV he r eacts by conforming in his ovr11 distinctive 
ways - thus fonning his ovm individual personality. Classi 
:fies the Dont 1 .s as (1) t hose v.rhich protect the child from 
danger, (2) those vrhich restrain him f rom taking things tha 
belong to others, end (3) those which teach him to respect 
the rights of others." 
EllliRGENCE OF P::I:RSON..r.\LITY (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 
2:nc . , :Soston). Collaborator: Lawrence F. Frank. 1 ' ..~-\. com-
bined formn version of the three :filr.as ~'1 the Personality 
jJeve lo:pment Series: BABY Nill::LTS HIS PLH~T'l, S, FL!:!L?lJ.IJi..:r ·.rl·LE.; 
CHILD TO FACE THE D NT 1 S, and BELPI1K.-T ·:L'BE CJ-i.lLJJ 110 ACC J:GPT . 
TI-1_.,_,; DO 1 s . Explains hovr the developing peF·sonality of the 
child is influenced by the manne:i.-:-- in which his parents p:."'o-
v i de for his basic ·needs and prepare him for social living. 1 
THE BABY SI TTER (Associated Films , Inc., New York) . 1 reel . 
11ThJ:•ough various incidents during an evening of babv sitt:i.ne 
this film points out some general principles o:f child care, 
the sitter's responsibilities and the parent.s' obligations. 1 
CHILDRl~T LEMThTING BY EXPERI&~CE (Associated Films , Inc., 
New York). "An excellent film presenting five different 
sequences 0f children's normal activities illustrating the 
learning process. 11 
Tl':;E CHILD GROVJS UP (Associated Films, Inc . , New York). 
11Various phases of the growing experience of the young 
child." 
4. Ask a psyct.iatrist 0r a psychologist to talk to the class 
about em.otions and their effect. upon our actions, vlith 
special reference to children ru'1d then~ characteristic 
reactions. 
5. Ask a Juvenile Court Judge to discuss the relationship 
between unhappy home conditions and juvenile delinquency. 
l 
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I:ti.TRODUC'I'ORY ACT IVITIES FOR SECTION V 
1. Visit a nursery school OI" settlement house to observ e the 
play activities carried out and the ways in which the ch il 
dren react to them. Allow time for an intervie·w with the 
director or smne other competent member of th e staff. 
2 . As k the class members to think about t he ir own present 
interests, abil:i.ties, a..ncl hobbies. Do they bear any rela-
ticn to pl ay activities they particularly enjoyed as chil-
G.ren? Why . do ch:ilfu ... en play? Vihat are the values of play? 
3 . Give the class the opportunity to adopt a project of pro-
viding a C}l .. ristDas box: for a deserving f amily, involving 
the reconditioning of toys . 
4 . Show one or more of the following films which have not 
already been shovvn . (See Section II for descriptions) . 
YOUR CHILDREN AI-JD YOU 
BABY ' S DAY AT FORTY- EIGJ-f.r W'EFEKS 
BEHAVIOR PATTEill,TS AT ONE lTE .. L'I.R 
PLAY IS OUR BUSI NESS (International Film Bureau, Chicago) . 
't!hildren from five to twelve shovvn in supeFVised play 
activities after school . 11 
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INrRODUCTORY ACTIVITIES FOR SECTION VI 
Use as a basis for discussion the results of the last ques-
tions on the pre-test that are pertinent to this topic . 
2. Show 0ne or more of the following films. Catalogue descrip-
tions are quoted. 
OVER ·DEPENDENCY (Associated Films, Inc ., New York) . "The 
case history of a young man whose life is crippled by 
behavior patterns carried over from a too dependent child-
hood. He finds it difficult to face and deal with ordinary 
problems of life and takes frequent r efuge in illness, whic 
we later learn has no physical cause. After a doctor helps 
h im, he gains confidence and is able to accept and enjoy 
responsibil ities. 11 
PREFACE TO A LIFE (Associated Films, Inc . , New York) . "The 
critical years in a child's life and how this developing 
personality is affected by the attitudes and actions of his 
friends, family and neighbors." 
BA'I'HING TDIIE FOR BABY (Associated Films, Inc ., New York) . 
YOUR CHILD'S SLEEP (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 
Boston)~- "Gives adults a conception of some typical prob-
lems in a child's mind, and sh0ws how these problems , 
although insignificant to an adult, may be important and 
even frightening to the child. They can cause sleepless-
ness, or even nightmares. The film stresses the importance 
of sound, healthy sleep, and shows how it can be insured fo l 
children. 11 
SLEEP FOR HEALTH (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 
Boston) . CCDllaborator: Nathaniel Kleitman . "Presents the 
importance of regula~ .sleeping habits from the vie~~oint of 
the child. Shows the child how a regular bedtime which 
allows for sufficient sleep helps him attain goals which he 
himself' desires. Emphasizes the child's ovm responsibility 
in the formation of good habits. Considers dreaming as a 
normal part o.f sleeping. Graphically illustrates how lack 
of sleep causes irritability and interferes with the enjoy-
ment of everyday living. 11 
TEEI'H (Encvclcpaedia Britannica Films, Inc . , Boston) . 
Collaborat~r: Jo1m Oppie lvlcCall. "Explains the development 
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and struct,ure of teeth and stresses importance of' proper 
care. Reveals the growth cycle of teeth from embrvonic 
stage thro'Ugh adulthood . Demonstrates the cause of decay 
and how it can be :prevented by eating proper foods, brush-
ing t he teeth regularly and properly, end consulting a 
dentist frequently. Calls attention to organized commun-
ity pro.v-.. ,ams for dental care." 
VV:::8Y T01/!J:.JIY VJON'T EA~ (International Filr.11 Bureau, Chicago) . 
"The problem of' ch~luren vvho won't eat and what can be done 
about it . To~~ should be eating but we see him iust pick-
ing at ~is __ f'oo~.. Go ing r:>ack to. early babyhood, tb.e film 
traces J.n a.eta~l how eat~ng hab~ts are formed . We see how 
individual likes and disl.ikes must be taken into considera-
tion, and that the worst habit of all is the permanent 
battle over food . After this analysis we find TOilJ11ITIJ still 
sitting by his well-filled plate . In despair his mother 
tal<.es him to the dec tor· who exple.ins that she is really the 
problem. She realizes that she has been tense , impatient 
with Tomrrw from the start . Now it ·will take painstaking 
care to build a new atmosphere of' cooperation and friendli-
ness, t .o learn understanding of Tommy's personal require-
ments at mealtime, and all the time • 11 
YOUR CPILDREN' S r,IEALS (International Film Bureau, Chicago ). 
"This is a lively and imaginative attempt to make parents . 
understand the rhyme and reason of' good eating habits.. In :: 
series· of incidents the film make s the points regardw.g 
many of' the difficulties which occur three times a day. 
There are no ready-made solutions to eyery problem but the 
:filr.n shows parents how they can see mealtimes from the 
child's point of view as well as their o'lll.rn. 11 
3. Ask a juvenile court judge or a p sychologist to talk to the 
class about how thieves ru~e made, not born. 
4. Use the results of the Mooney Problem Check List (FLE Area) 
as a basis for introduciTl.g a discussion on the values of an 
allowance for children, and the dangers involved when the 
child has no regular s :pending money. 
s . Ask the class to give examples of dishonesty practiced by 
:people who consic1er themselves law-abiding, such as pur:loin 
ir...g hotel. towels or cheating on tests. Let this lead into 
~0 
a discussion of the values of good exanwles for the child 
to fo llow in habits of honesty and truthfulness. •ralk 
abomt other sorts of examples adults can set for children 
in other aspects of character· training. 
6. Use the Kefauver Cow.mission hem~ings (or some other curreni 
event of pertinence and interest.) as a basis for discussing:: 
the need of each individual to become a law-abiding and 
m0ral citizen. Point out by questi0ning the class how 
important :lit is that these qualities be developed early in 
life. 
STUDY 1\ND ACTIVITY GUIDE FOR SECTION I 
1. Make a drawing of' your fa mily tree showing hovr certain phy 
sical characteristics have been dominant. Does this seem 
to bear out Mendel's laws of' Dominant-Recessive Traits, 
Segregation, and Independent Unit Character? Explain . 
2. Consult a biology book and then explain in writing or by 
drawing how traits are transmitted through the chromosomes 
a.TJ.d genes to the new embryo. 
3. How is it possible for a person to resemble a grandfather 
rather than either or both parents? Explain how two 
brothers may be entirely dif'f'erent f'rom each other? Can 
you give an example f'rom your own :family? (35 , 36 ) 
4. Find a family in which some of' the children have blue eyes 
and some have brovm. Can you explain this by Mendel's Law? 
5 . Loo-k up the lives of' some famous gifted men cr women. Villa 
evidence can you f'ind to af'f'~ or deny the idea that chil-
dren tend to i!lJ1erit the abilities of' their parents? Do yo 
think it is a good idea f'or a doctor to insist that his sonl 
become a doctor? 
6 . Study certain families such as the Adams in Massachusetts 
or the Huxleys in England . Would you. say that there is ev~ 
dence· that abilities have been inherited in these families? 
7 . Look up the :famo.us Juke and Kallikak families. Vlhat 
L 
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-=-----=--=- evide-nce do you find- that traits can be i:nherJ.ted? 
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other in:rplications do you see in these cases? 
8. ·Make a list of' comparable traits showing which have proved 
to be dominant and which ones recessive. 
9. How Eany chromosomes are contained in the human cell? In , 
an ovum? In a sperm cell? 
10. Wha.t determines whether the new individual will receive 
genes f'rom the mother or the f'ather? 
11. Is it possible to inherit bro~n hair f'rom one parent and 
curly hair from the other? Vfhich of' Mende l's laws does 
this illustrate? 
i 12. Explain how the male X and Y chromosomes determine the sex 
' I 
of' the new of'f'spring. (l6 , 54 )' 
13. Byron Nelson has been def'erred from military service 
because of' haemophilia. Vfuy is this a cause f'or exemption 
' 14. 
! 
Show how haemophilia has run tl1..rough European royal f'ami-
lies. 
15. VJhat other sex-linked abnormalities are inherited? 
16. Wbat are def'ective genes? Make a sketch showing how they 
can be inl1.erited but not passed along to a child. (35 , 54) 
17. v\fhat is the objection to the marriage of' two persons who 
_ -~-= ~~ _<?l~sej.y related? 
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18. Can you find an.y states where marriage between cousins is 
not allowed? VJhat are the laws in your state? 
19. Make a drawing showing how defective genes may result in a 
defective child. 
20. Explain how it is :possible f'or brilliant parents to have a 
mentally retarded child. (16 , 54 ) 
21. '~fiTny do most states require blo<Dd tests be.fore they will 
issue marriage licenses? 
22. Vlhat agencies are there in your tovvn to which parents can 
go f'or advice before the child is born? In the state? 
~~at help c~n you get from the government? 
23. Do you lmow se>meone who breeds dogs who would come talk to 
the class telling how dogs with certain points are selected 
for breeding? 
24. Describe how the foetus is attached to the mother's womb. 
25. How does the growing child receive its food before birth? 
26. Is it :possible f'or the child .to be marked before birth by 
the experiences of' the mother? Explain. 
27. Can a mother produce a musical child by indulging in musi-
cal activities while carrying the child? Explain. (16 , 54 ) 
28. For what reasons might a child not live to be born? 
I 
-=~========-=======~~-=~~==========================d09~ 1 29. Vfhat prenatal precautions should a mother take to make sur -====== 
she has a healthy baby? 
30 . How can members of the family helJP the prospective mother? 
31. If you have a good friend who is expecting a baby can you 
offer to help fix up a nursery space or prepare a layette? 
32 . Vfuy is it a good idea to know something about the family o 
the person you plan to marry? 
33. Try to arrange a fortliD for your class which might be com-
posed of a local judge, a minister, a social worker and 
several members of yo~~ class to discuss some topic which 
interests you, such as choosing a mate. 
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STUDY AND ACTIVITY GUIDE FOR SECTION II 
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1. Divide a sheet of' paper into two colunm.s . In the first 
column vvrite a descri:pticm o:f yourself' as a newborn infant. 
In the second column put a description o:f yourself' as you 
novv are. Include such i tems as size, proportions, weight, 
sensory development, muscular ability, mental abilities, 
physical appearance and emotional control. In what ways 
have you failed to change? Vl'hat are the most significant 
changes? 
2. Make a drawing of' an infant superimposed on one of' e...n adul' 
to show differences in proportion. 
3. Figure out how large you vvould be today if' you have con-
tinued to grow at the same rate that you did during your 
:first six months . 
4. Try to arrange to observe a newborn child. Study his reac 
tions end compare these with Gesell's scale of gro~nh 
gradients. 
5. Psychologists have different explanations for the birth 
cry. 1.fuat are some of' them? vrnich view do you favor? 
(35, 54) 
6. Report some experience ;you have had in trying to quiet a 
child's crying. 
7. For what reasons ao babies cry? 
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8. Describe the crying of' a newborn baby. Why is it so 
baf'f'ling? 
9. Hovr should a young baby~ s crying be t reated' 
10. Contrast the prenatal environment with that vvhich meets th 
new baby. How ao you think this new environnent must 
a:ff'ect the baby? ( 15, 16, 35 , 36, 56} 
11. How much ca..."'1 a new baby see? A month-old child? How much 
cC1n he see at three :months? (26, 28) 
l2. VVb.at sort of' noises call -the new baby make? 
13. See if' you can induce the Babinski and Darvvinian ref'lexes 
i.Yl a new baby. How old. is the child when these d isappear? 
(26, 28) 
14. Fi.-qd pictures illustrating the Darwinia..Yl ref'lex and the 
tonic-neck-response. 
15. \Vhy is it ir:.ilporta..Ylt to check the temperature of' a hot wate 
bottle carefully before placing it near a small baby? 
16. Why should the top of' the baby's head be guarded especiall~!.i? 
1. 7. What is meru"lt by aYJ. 11unopposed thumb"? Can you find pic-
tures illustrating this? How does it affect the child's 
movements? 
18. In what way is the -wrist o:f the new baby different from 
that o:f an older child? (35, 36) 
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1 19. 1!v'nat sort of movements does the new baby make? 
20. itfhy are the first two years of a person's life the most 
important? 
21. Observe the film POSTURE Jl .• :ND LOCOMO'riON . illhat early move-
ments does the child make that resemble swii11Illing? Vvalking? 
22. What sort of a schedule might be set up for a new baby? 
24. 
Is it proper to disregard this schedule if' something l...L."'lex-
pected occurs? Give reasons :for your ansvrer . (15, 54 ) 
Yf.hat are the average weight and length of the new baby? 
Even though the baby were strong enough , why could he stil 
not walk? (26 , 54) 
25. What is there about the pr opo:rtions of' the baby's face tha 
causes us to say he is "cute"? 
26. VJhy is the lower part of the face sloping at first? 
27. Wny must. the new baby be kept so immaculately clean? Name 
some of the points of cleanliness to be observed . 
28. Wl1at should one do if' the new baby's eyes appear crossed 
nov,r and then? 
29. Vmat is the first controlled movement the baby makes? Is / 
this learned or unlearned? 
I 
30. Grovrth of the brain is vel"Y rapid during the :first four I l 
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child? 
31. Is the child born with his :fears or does he acquire them? 
Explain. Vlhat experiment.s could you perform to prove your 
poi..tit? 
32. Arrange to observe a child at one o:f .the :following ages: 
4 weeks , 1.6 weeks, 20 weeks , 24 weeks, 28 weeks, 32 weeks, 
36 weeks, 40 weeks, 48 weeks , 52 weeks, 15 months, 18 
months· or 2 years. Compare the childr s reactions with 
those which Dr . Gesell lists as characteristic of a child 
of' that age. In what ways is the child behind scb.edule? 
Ahead of' schedule? Can you explain any variations? Would 
your findings influence your treatment of' the child? 
33 . If you are a crunera fan, take a series of'plctures illus-
trating some o:f the characteristic abilities of' a child 
two years old or less. Or take a series of' pictures illus 
trating the development of' some specific ability over a 
period of' several months . 
34. Are there any advantages in having Dr. Ge se11 r s scales of 
gro¥rth gradients to which to re:fer? If so, what are they? 
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STUDY fil1D ACTIVITY GUIDE FOR SECTION III 
1. iflhat growth does the child make physically by the time he 
is two years old? How do his movements vary from those h 
could make at birth? (15, 17, 28, 35, 36 ,) 
2. \Vhat features disappear as the child grows older? V'lhat 
new features appear? 
3. Recall the f:i.rst controlled movement the baby is able to 
make . vVhat is the next voluntary movemmt to become per-
fected? Are these developments located :in any particular 
part of 'the body? If' so, where? 
4. In what direction does development take place in the body? 
(35, 36, 54 ) 
5. Show the steps, in their order of development, that occur 
before a child can grasp an object . Does this show that 
development also proceeds in a di:ff'erent direction? 
6. T:'lhat developments are necessai'Y before the child can walk? 
• . d 1 Trace the developments l.n the muscular system, ~n or er ofi/ 
their appeaxance, which re·sult Ll'l walking . What principles 
does this illustrate? 
7. Why do children babble? 
8. Observe a child of' :fifteen months or a little older. What 
specific words does he have in his vC~cabulary? How would 
his definitions of these words compare with yours? Vlhat 
• 
• 
principle of' development does this illustrate? 
9. Show how a child's emotional reactions are first general 
and later on become specialized • 
10. Vmat mental abilities does the average child develop by 
his second birthday? How are his concepts different from 
those he had at one year? (26 , 38 , 54 ) 
11. Arrang e to bring a small child to class. Plan a series of' 
activities f'or the child to demonstrate to the class what 
this child is able to do. 
12. Dr. Gesell's scales have been used in selecting children 
for adoption into particular famil ies. In what ways do 
agencies try to match children to their new parents? 
13. What are the differences, if' any, in the rate at which boy 
~~d girls develop? (35, 36, 56 ) 
14. How does food a:ffect development? \vb at diseases may resul·, 
from malnutrition? 
15 . Do children who live il"'"l large cities develop differently 
from those whc live in rural areas or smaller towns? 
Explain your answer. 
16. How man~r illnesses affect the child's development? His 
emotions? 
17. Vthat things may cause permanent disabilities in the child? 
I 
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Are ~~Y of these avoidable? Explain. 
18. What different races show variations in rate of develop-
ment'i 
19. stuqy accounts of different races to see vvhat different 
customs of' child rearing you can find. Hovv do you think 
these affect the rate and pattern of the child's develop-
ment? Find out what the experts have found oat. 
20. How does exercise affect the child's physical development? 
How would this lmowledge influence your treatment of the 
child? 
21. Often a child will seem to stand still or slip back in 
language development from about the ages of one year to 
fifteen months. How can you account for this? (35, 36 ) 
22. Cite examples to show that different parts of the body 
grow at different rates. 
23. ·wh at determines how tall. the child will eventually be? 
1 
24. Find out how the endocrine glands, especially the thyroid 
and the pineal, af'f'ect growth. (26 , 54 ) 
25. What a:re the values of' fresh air and sunlight? 
26. Prepare a report on childhood diseases; their symptoms, 
effects, and prevention. Or arrange to have a doctor or 
nurse whom you know talk to the class on this subject. 
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27. 
28. 
During what period of the year do the greatest weight 
increases take place? The greatest height increases? 
Show how a child's interest watterns change according to 
his age. 
29. Studies of identical twins who· were separated and raised 
in different parts of the country show that in some ways 
they remain alike, and in other ways they appear to be 
quite different. What similarities do you think might be 
expected? What differences might be possible? What woul 
account for their remainL~g similar? For what reasons 
might they deve1o~ differently? 
II 30. In your observation of children you have noted that some 
children seem to develop faster than others. \Vhat is this 
likely to. indicate about the child's fUture development? 
Can this apparent pattern be inf'luenced in any way? 
:I 
31. Why do some children develop :faster than others? Why do 
'I 
some achieve a higher degree of development? 
II 32. ·what is the most important factor in bringing about the 
fullest possible development in the child? Can this fac -
tor be detected early? If so, to what extent? Can it be 
improved? If so, how? 
II 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
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STUDY ili~D ACTIVITY GUIDE FOR SECTION IV 
1. vVhat are the important needs of' the new baby? How could 
the neglect of these needs cause the chi~d to be nervous 
and irritable? (35, 36 , 56 , 57) 
2. How do these needs shift as the child gets to be several 
weeks old? 
3. Should all the wants of the year-old child be gratified? 
Explain your ansv.v.er. 
4. What things tend to cause a child's emotional maladjust-
ment,s? 
5. VVhat are some of the most common types of emotional reac-
tions? 
6. What are the emotional needs of the child of' nine months? 
Of one year? Of' fifteen months,? Of eighteen months? Of 
two years? 
7. What i.s apt to happen vvhen the child's emotions are bottled 
up rather, than expressed? Describe some c Q'IJ.Lilon character-
istic signs of emotional maladjustment. How should these 
be treated? (35, 36 ) 
8 . 'lftlhat are "problem children"? 
9. Can you explain how a child might be slow in walking from 
emotional causes? 
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=======dF=========================================================~l~05======= ij 10. At what times is a child apt to be most easily upset? 
' 
l/ 11. Vlhat is the importance of the Gesell scales in handling 
I problems of emotional control? 
I 
I 
12. For what various reasons may a child feel inf'erior? In 
what ways can feelings of inferiority lnf'luence one's 
behavio,r? 
II 
1113. Join a committee from your class to conduct a forum on one 
I 
II 
jl 
of the following t0pics.: 
l. What are some o:f the fears you have seen children 
display? Do these fears seem unreasonable to you? 
How do they seem to the child? At what ages are 
fears most comm<Dn? 
2. How do children acquire their :fears? 
3. Why do you suppose children are afraid when they go 
to the barber shcp? How can you deal with this 
fear? How can you avoid it in the first place? 
4. Vlhat can you do 1~or a child who is afraid of dogs? 
5. iJVhy are children afraid of strangers? How should 
you approach a child to whom you are a stranger? 
6. A small child used to play with a large, wiggly, 
black, imitati()n spider. One day an older playr.aate 
made a sudden dash toward h er with the spider and I 
she immediately started running and crying. How ct9j 
you explain her reaction to a familiar object? 
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7. Mention other :fears you have noticed, their c auses, I 
and the possible ways of' handling these. 
8 . Is :fear ever a desirable reaction? Explain. 
9. How can you help a child not to be a:fraid o:f the 
doctor? Of' the dentist? 
PJGER 
1. Shovv how anger reacti~Dns replace f'ear reactions as 
the child grows older. 
2. At what sorts of' situations does the child show 
anger? How can you lessen the opportunities :for a 
child to become angry? 
3. How do children act when they are angry? 
4 . What causes temper tantrums? \Nhat are some e:ff'ec-
tive ways o:f handling tantrums' 
5. Vfuy is anger dangerohls to th€ child? To other 
children? 
6. How do the anger spells o:f children di:ff'er :from 
those o:f the adult? 
7. I:Vhen does anger become a beneficial reaction? 
1. .At what age is jealousy most l .ikely to occur :in 
child.ren? 
2. vn1.ich are apparently more apt to become jealous -
boys or girls? 
3. Why might ps111pering a child cause. him to become 
·e lous later 011? 
4. Vihat are some .Lrequent causes of' Jealousy in sma~l 
chll.o:cen? :cow ca:.r1 it be prevented? 
I 
I 
I 
5. Very f'requently a Jealous child does not appear to I 
be Jealous . iJlhat are some types of' ab~101·rnal behav-
ior that may indicate that he is J ealous? 
6 . Nearly everyone has f'elt jealous at one time or 
another. Can you describe the iNay one f'eels when 
he is jealous? What attitude d0es the child have I 
that causes him to f'eel jes.lous? How does it aff'ec If 
I his attitude toward others? 
7. iNhen can jealousy be a good stimulu.s? 
AFFEC~ION 
1. I:.'lodern psychologists attribute nearly all personal-
ity di:ff' i culties which people have and the problems 
o.f' the juvenile delinquent to ea.rly parent-child 
relationships. Give your arguments f'or or against 
t .his point of' view. 
2. I s the child born with a ready-made affection for 
the f'c.unily which has been waiting f'or him? Prove 
your poiilt. 
3. Is aff'ection a funda!l1ental need? Give some example; 
I 
to support your ansv.rer. I 
How soon can the child be expected to show his af'fec~ 4. 
tion? VJhat i s the f'irst evidence? Later on, hovl 
does he express himself'? 
5. How strong is the bond between a child and his 
10_2 
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I. adopted parents1 Vlh at does this show? 
11 6 . Wh.y is it impor tant that the child have satisfying , 
:relations with h is mother? 
II 
I 
14. 
I 
I 
11 15. 
I 
II I. 
1 16. 
7. At vrhat age may a child appear to want to have 
little to do wi th one parent or the other? ~Vhich 
parent is more apt to be :favored? How should the 
other parent react to this? 
8 . Hospitals used to keep baby patients on rigid 
schedules with as little handling as possible . Now 
adays nur ses are instructed to cuddle the babies at 
intervals. Can yom explain why this change in 
p olicy was adopted? 
Hovr can you tell when a child is ready to learn? Test som / 
child you !mow to :find out what things he is apparently 
ready to lee.rn. Vfuat. should the parent do about gi vi.."lg th~ 
child opportunities to learn in these areas? (35 , 36 , 56 ) I 
Wh at is the danger in waiting too' long be:fore giving the 
ch ild the opportunity to . learn so:cne skill? 
Give examples o:f the errors a parent can make by trying to 
:forc e a child to· learn be:fore he is able . 
17. How may a child develop who has been over-protected? In 
what v:ays can a child be over-protected? 
II 18 . 
I' 
How should you handle the child with physical deformities 
or deficiencies? How can you handle the child who is 
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cruel toward :physically handicapped children? 
19 . V•'hat did one author mean when he said, 11There are no bad 
childrenn? How would this affect your methoO.s <nf disci-
pline? 
20. What are the differences· between a 11permissive" and a 
"restrictive" atmosphere for children? Which is better 
for the very young child? For the older child?(35, 36 , 51) 
21. Does happiness mean having all of one's wants satisfied? 
Explain yoll.l.r answer. Try phrasing your· own definition of 
happiness. 
22. \Vhat is the effect upon the child of a completely permis-
sive attitude? Of a coJn:pletely restrictive attitude? 
23. Do you thiP..k the :parent should - a) Allow · the child to do 
ru1.ythiP.g he wants to d<e? b) Allow him some c.f the things 
he wants? c) Demand strict obedience and punish him if he 
d isobeys? 
24 . w~at types of punishment do you consider advisable? 1 mich ' 
types should not be used? Give reasons for your answers. 
25. Should children be spanked? 1Nhy or why net? 
26. Vlho should do the disciplining in the family? 
27 . Formulate a list of principles you think should be 
followed in disciplining a child . (8 , 35, 36 , 51, 56, 59 ) 
I. 
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28. Compose a list of rules to guide the baby sitter. (63, 66 ) 
29. Compose a list of rules to guide the employer of the baby 
sitter. 
30. Should children be threatened vrith the police? 
31. vrhy do children misbehave in a super market? 
32 . Should a child be taught to read before he enters school? 
STUDY AND ACTIVITY GUIDE FOR SECTION V 
1. How does play satisfy the child'9 vhysical needs? 
( 12' 13' 35' 36' .50' 56) 
2. Does play discover interests and abilities or does it 
develop them? Give reasons :for your answer . 
3. Give exan~les to show that play supplies the chil d with 
informat i on regarding his environment. 
4. How do play activities a:f:fect the child's relations with 
other chilaren? 
5. Vfhat emotional needs are satisfied through play? 
6 . What is the value o:f group play? How much does the two-
year old enter into group play? 
7 . Find out vvhat is meant by 11pa.rallel play". At what ages 
do children enter int0 parallel play? 
8 . Find out what is meant by 11play therapy" . If' p<Dssible, 
set up a play therapy situation :for some chil d you know 
and report his reactions . 
9. Wbat sort o:f situations interfere with a child ' s ability 
to play? With his desire to play? 
10. Describe the characteristics o:f an ideal play place :for 
children. (3) 
11. ·Make a collection o:f newspaper accou_l'lts o:f accidents which 
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supervision or play space. 
12. How should children be dressed for outdoor play? For 
indoor play? \'lhat kind of' clothes will. hamper play? 
. (15, . 17) 
~l2 
13. Arra.11ge to assist with the supervision of children at some 
such place as a nursery school, kindergarten, Sunday Schoo], 
Brownie or Cub Scout troGJ.p 0r playground. Rep0rt to the 
class on your experiences, or ~Tite a report for the schoo 
]paper. Note how the group plays together as well as indi-
vidual performances, and note instances «:Jf effective or 
ineffective adult supervision. 
14. Vlhat sort cf play activities need the most supervision? 
How much supervision is needed? 
15. ldhat is VlirOng with the chi~d who does not p lay? 
16. Why do children quarrel in play? What can be done to 
lessen the amount of quarreling? (12, 35, 36, 54, 56) 
17. Watch several television shows, or audit several radio pro-
grams, which have been designed for children, and report 
your views as to whether these. programs a..re appropriate in 
content, overstimulating, hariD£ul, educational, emotionall 
disturbing or entertaini~~. 
18 . VVhat sort of play situations can be dangerous? 
19. Describe the first toys you would give to a child of • I 
e2ght I 
====l!Lo=== 
21. 
I 
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to twelve weeks of age. 
J~range a displa~ of toys suitable for children of various 
ages. 
\Vhat ar e the characteristics of good toys? (40, 44) 
Visit a toy store and report on the toys you think would 
not be good :for children . Vmy? \Vhat did you see that you 
think would be appropriate? Why? 
23 . Should little boys be given dolls to play with? Should 
little girls have small trucks? Give reasons for your 
answers. 
24 . 'Nhat is meant by "do with" toys? Give some examples of 
good ones. How desirable e.re these from the child's point 
o:f v i ewr (4 0, 44) 
25. 1.'Jhat articles in the average homsehold make g ood toys for 
children? 
26. Should a child o:f three be allowed to have scissors? If so, 
describe them. If not, how soon can scissors be allov~ied? 
(12, 35, 36 , 54, 56 .) 
How can children be prevented. from marking up the wallp aper · 
What large pieces of play equipment are good for children? 
Some are quite expensive. Describe some ine:J-.'Jlensive ways 
of providing for the same needs of the child. as are served 
=-====!l by ready-made equipment. 
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29. 'Nhat would you look for :in buying mechanic a l equ ipment? 
30 . Construct a toy f or a child , or ass ist a child to make one 
do es t h is affect h i m? 
33 . Comment on the f ollowing s ituation. A mother is f'r anti-
cally busy trying to g et some cookies bru{ed before guests 
arrive. Johnny is underfoot try ing to help her · and per-
sists in g etting in the way. F inally, aft er having issue d 
r epeated "don ' ts" , h is mot.her says, "Johnny , go sonevrhere 
and pl ay wi th something. rr 
34. Eow much should y ou ci.irect quiet or constructive play? 
'.'!.hat sort of' questions do y ou ask? Eow much instr uction 
shoulo you g ive r? 
.55. ~/hat do you do ~f' the child has made a picture of 1vhich h e 
is very prouu., bu t which yotl th j..nk is dreadful? 
35 .. Suppose you. se e a c hild about to t.ackle a proj ect th::tt is 
too d i :f:'ficult for hh1 . Vlill y(o;:YU stop him? Offer so:me 
suggestions f or handling t~_e situation . 
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equipment will serve this kind. of p l ay? ~rnat. are -'che 
I 
values or such p lay? 
38 . -.nJ.at is your i mpression of the modern dolls that drink ~d 
y.ret c:L11.d the toy dog s vvhose turrnnies w1zip t o disclose 
smaller dogs.? 
39 . Describe some 11 tripsll :i.:.'1. your neighborhood t hat vvould be 
appropriate :for a t wo-year old child. Ec;.v vvoul d y ou con-
6uct such trips? 
40. ·. ihat social skills CCL.11 the child acquire in game s? ,_,;nat 
stc:.n6.GJ...,ds of behavior may he i~orm? 
41.. ;·men t wo childcen qu<:n .... rel should you stand them up f ace to 
face a .. :i1d let them fiEht it out? •;rny or· vv-hy not? 
42. ".'11y do . childr-en rur1 away? How CaJ."'l thi s be avoiO.ed? 
( 12' 35' 36' 54 ., 5 6 ) 
43. 'tlhy do children collect things'S' '~nwt do they learn from 
collecting? Can this habit take a bad turn? Exp lai..."l.. 
44 . At what a ge doe s a child first take an interest in books? 
\.}hat shoulci these books be like? 
45 . r':ake a b ibliography of books appropriate for children of' 
d ifferent. ages. Arli'ange a 6.isplay of such books in the 
school library with a poster explaining the d isplay. 
( 5, 24' 52) 
46 . P l an end car ry out a story-t_elling se s sion :for one or 
several children. ;:Jhat do you have to consider when 
·telling a s t.ory? Eovr c5.i d the child r e-act? You might like 
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to bring the children to class for the story ho1..1r and 
record it. on the vdre recorder. If so, play it back and 
criticize your own pel""formance. 
47. ~''!hat experience vvith science can be given the small child? 
48. Why should a child have pets? :,1nat can you do if there is 
no place for a dog to run? 
49 . li1:ake a list of any movies you think might be appropriate 
f or a small child . Eow old should the child be before he 
sees a m<Dvie.? If you can 1 t get a sitter is it all right 
to take the sleep:iJ:¥; baby to the movies with you? 
50. Visit a record shop a:l'ld borrow some children's records to 
play to the class ·which ;wou thi.nk are good ones for ch il-
dren . Ask the class to criticize your selection. 
51. Take a survey iil the school to discover present interests 1 
of yo'l\lr school mates , nnd the relationship, if any, to 
their ea.J."lier play activities. 
52. Plan a forum to di scuss the topic, ''What is the influence 
of comic books upon chil6.ren? 11 
53 . Interview local music teachers to discover what they think 
about the age at V·Jhich children should start music lessons 
54. Arrange a display of instruments which could be given to 
small chil6ren to introduce ·them to mus ic. 
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55 . Ask the rhythm band from an elementary school to come play 
for your class. Perhaps you would like to plan a party 
for them af'terwards . 
56 . Vir i te your vievrs on the part radio, television , and movie s 
57 . 
shov.l d play :in the life of the pre-school child . 
Perhaps you are one who had an i maginary companion when 
vv-ere small . How old were you? Describe your imaginary 
companion . !fmat 'Nas the value to you of this companion? 
you 
58 . "~drite a story for a child yoTJ. know and either. illustrate it 
or collaborate with someone in the class who would like to 
do the pictures . 
1_17 
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S'l"'UDY AND .ACTIVITY GUIDE FOR SECTION VI 
1. Vhy does a small child touch thing s that do not belong to 
him? (11 , 17, 22, 35, 36, 54, 56 ) 
2. Vlhat things can you do to enable the child to develop a 
sense of' responsibility? 
3. How old should the child be when he is given an allowru'lce? 
How much should he be given? 
4. Should the allowance be dependent upon the way in which 
household tasks are performed? Give reasons for your 
answer . 
5 . Give examples of' the first household tasks that might be 
assigned to a small child. 
6. How much of an idea of right and vvro:ng should a two-year 
old child have? (26, 28 ) 
7 . MaTly two-year olds have penny banks . How does the child 
regard these banks? 
8. Show hovv a tr ip to the store with his mo·t.her can be used as 1 
I 
a means of teaching the child about money . 
9. Iviake a collection of cartoons vvritten about children's 
banks. \Ihat i deas about raising children do you find i..11. 
these:? 
I 
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10. How can you show the child that stealing is a form of' 
injustice? 
11. Doe s a t wo-year old child tell lies? E:h.'Jllain yoTU.r answer. 
12. Why do childr·en deny it, when they are charged with things 
that they have done . 
13. For what other reasons may they l:i.e? 
14. How can you tell the difference between lying and "telli..'l'lg 
tall stories"? How should you treat lying? Tall tales? 
Are there any values llL the latter? 
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15. Are children to blame for all the things for which they are 
pu_nished? Give examples from your own experience to suppor ~ 
your ansvver . 
16. Cite some examples to show that adults may sometimes be 
responsible for a chil.d' s misbehavior. (8, 22) 
17. Give an example of some experience you had when growing up 
that taught you a valuable lesson. 
18 . How soon may a child be expected to be able to sense that 
other people also have rights and feelLngs? (12, 28, 35< 
36, 54, 56) 
19. Through what vvays does the child begin to deve l op sympathy 
for others? 
20. How does an ability to sympathize affect the manner in 
which a child behaves in group play? 
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21. To what extent do chil.dren show social.. :prejudice? ( 8 , 22 ) 
22. At what age should the child start to learn good manners? 
v\ihat might be the first IP.annerS· stressed? 
23. Wh at sort of examples 0f good manners should the family se"tl 
I before the child? 
24. tmat man..Tlers may the child be expected to have at 15 month~? 
At t wo years? 
25. Should you insist that the child shake hands with arriving 
guests? Why or why not.? 
26. What is the value in starting ymJ.ng to teach good manners? 
27. 7Vhat is the idea underlying good manners? Vfuat part shoulc 
this play in your training program? 
28. Vi'hy is it desirable to a l low a small child opportumities tc 
make choices? 
29. What choices can a small. child be allowed to make? YTnat 
choices should not be allowed? 
30. List some habits of' cleanliness that can be instilled :i..Tl 
the small child. (6 , 15, 17) 
31. Vlb.y does a little child enjoy taki...Tlg baths. and dress:i..11.g up'= 
32 . Formulate a daily schedule of feeding, bathing, play, restl 
etc., for· a ye~-old child. You mi ght like to do this in 
I 
poster form. 
33. What examples of' cleanliness can the family s.et before the 
child? Of neatness? 
34. With pi.ctures or Cl:J?awings show how you. might arrange. a 
child's romn or a corner of a room which waald make it pos-
sible for the child to learn neatness and responsibility. 
What other valu(3s vvould such an arrangement offer the child. 
35. Make out a typical diet for a year-old child. Make one for 
a two-year old. Explain why these are different. 
~6. Vfhy is the diet during the first two years especially il!npor-
tant? (42) 
B 7.. What things can cause malnutrition in ch :ildren? ( 42, 54 ) 
~8. Formulate some suggestions for handling the child who won't 
eat proper·ly. Do you k:l1ovv a child you can arrange to try 
these on? 
~9 . Ask the cooking teacher 0r someone else who is an authority 
on nutrition to talk to yom"' class about the feeding of 
ir.~fants. 
!40 . Vlhat sorts of conditions may cause feeding difficulties? (35, 36 ) . 
141. How much does the new baby sleep? The year-old child? The 
two-year· old? 
kb2. List the reasons which may cause a child to refuse to eat. 
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43. At what age do children usually eat well? Vlhen may they 
b e expected to ref'use food? ( 42 ' 54 )' 
44. How much candy fu ould be allowed the small chi.ld? 
is ·to be given when is the best time to give it? 
If' cand j 
1 4 5. Should a child be allowed to eat between T<Lleals? Give your 
reason f'or your answer. 
4 6. How can nevi/' foods be introduced most e:ffectively? 
47. VVhat rules can you follow in helping the child to form goo , 
sleeping habits? 
48. How do you feel about the child's eating at the family 
table.? 
4 9 . What is the :m.0st effective vvay of' wean.ing the child? What 1 
is usually the weaning age? 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
vrny do children need fresh air cu1d sunlight? 
:Vbat things contribute to poor posture i..7J. a child? 
(35 , 36 , 54 , 56 ) 
Arrange to have the school nurse, a Red Cross teacher or a 
child care expert visit your class to talk about the 
tance and methods of child care.. From the class get 
o:f questions you would like to have answered. 
1 . I 
imp or] 
a J.s 
Visit the dental cli..11ic for childJ..""en in your· tovm and 
report on the work done there-. Or ask a dentist to visit 
your class to discuss the formation and care of ch ildren 's 
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teeth. 
54. Demonstrate for the class how to bathe a small baby, using 
a Chase doll. 
55. From home, stores or frienas, borrow an assortment of 
clothing for children. Point out which garments are essen 
tial. Note the desirable or undesirable features of dia- I 
pers, shirts, outer garr.11ents, shoes, gov.ms, etc., with 
respect to weight, material, cut and fastenings . 
56. Join a panel discussion in your class to treat one of the 
following que s tions;: 
a. Discuss the treatment you would recorr~end for the smal 
child who has taken something that does not belong to 
him. 
b. SUppose you are working in a store where a mother 
brings her child to return something that he has taken 
without paying for. How wo1J.J.ld you act? 
c. VJhat are the values in giving the child an allovrance? 
How rrru.ch direction should his · parents give him in the 
spending of his money? 
d. Should a child be required to perform regular househol( 
duties? 'Wny or why not;.? 
e. How do people develop prejudices? How old is the chile, 
before he displays signs of having prejudices? iJhat 1' 
cro1 be done to prevent or cure prejudice? 
I 
I 
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SUGGESTED FOPJ~ FOR A PRE-TEsr 
TEIS IS A ~UES'l'IOHl':rAIRE TO DISCOVER i.\1}-I/-iT YOU V!OULD LIKE TO 
1-:NO :'1 .!\.BOLJT CEILDREN' 
"JaiPe r• ' - A 1 . 11. ................... .......... .. •\.:;ir aae •• •••••••• • r1.ge ••••••• ••• 
List the ages of your sisters •••••••.•••.•.•...•..• ~ •••••.••••• 
Li .st the ages of your brothers .••...•••.•••••• ~ •••.. ••••••••••• 
Is youx mother living? •.••.....•..•••• Your father? ••.••• ••.. ..• 
Do you live with your parents? .••• .. . .• , .•••••• 
Do you ever take cha:ege of yov.r younger brothers or sisters? 
Do you baby sit: Ee.ver·f· •••• • •••••.•••••••• • ••••• 
Occasionally? •••••••••••••••••• 
Regula:r·ly? .•.....•....•.......• 
For one family only? ••••••••••• 
For more than one family? •••••• 
e • • • a • • • G 
How mru1.y children have you ce..red for at one time? ••••••••••••• ·• 
Do you: Dislike chil~~en? •••••••••••••• 
Like them sometiJ:nes? ••••• ~ •• • •• 
Like them most of th e ti:me? •••• 
Like them a lot.? •••••••••••.•••• 
Eave you been a Boy (or Girl) Scout leader? •.•••• 
a playgTound director? ••••••••••••• 
a . cc:u11p counselor? •••• • •••••••••• • •• 
a Sunday School teacher? ••••••••••• 
Describe any other experiences you have had with chil dren . 
\\lhat do you think is the ideal number of children in a family? 
List the sex and ages of children you have a good opportunity t< 
observe. 
1.'.7hat questions about children wa.J.ld you like t o h ave a:r1swered? 
PRE-TESTING SUGGESTIOnS 
1 . Let the s:tudent.s devise a self-scoring test with which their 
employers or parents can rate them as sitters . s k the s ame 
p ersons to score them at the end of t h e m1it or units . 
2 . Ask the class to .;jot down some of their personal. pr ob lems. 
Let the m keep t h is infornmt i on conf i dential if they wish • 
..'1.t the end of the unit ask them t o evaluate the course in 
terms of personal :problems which may have been s olveci by 
their consider ation of problems of child deve l opment . 
b.25 
_____ / 
--T-
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TEST ON SECTION I 
.Part I 
'Read the following statements carefully. If you think the state 
lment is true put a circ.le around the number of the question . If 
you do not agree with the statement place a cross through the 
number Ofth e question . 
Only the sperm cell contains chromosomes. 
The human sperm cell contains 24 chromoso:unes. 
Genes are the bearers of hereditary characteristics. 
Gene s contaL~ cr~omosomes. 
A single gene is responsible :for each human trait . 
A single gene may play a part in the fo1~ation of several 
different traits. 
7~ It is inwossible for bright parents t o have a mentally 
retarded child. 
~ Chru"'lce determines which genes a child vrill inherit from one 
parent or the other . 
9/ A child may resemble a. grandparent with no visible resein-
bla:nce to either of his parents. 
A child may inherit a defective gene even though neither 
parent appears to be defective . 
Corresponding genes from both par·ents must be normal in 
order to produce a norma l child. I 
====-== ===============--- l 
I 
26 
---·_:~ l-i2f=-c ri only- one gene is no~~~t:he --~hild vrill be normal. 1 __.-/ 
I 
=!_.3\ I:f corresponding genes :from. both parents are defective the 
child w·ill be defective. 
14_. 
I 
lfi'hen t wo normaJ. , corresponding genes are both present, 
neither is dominant over the otheJl>' . 
I 
I ~ - The female chromosomes determine the sex of' the child . 
Ji. The human cell contains: four times as many chromosomes as 
do the reproductive cells. 
1 ~· Hales result :from the union o:f an X and a Y chromosome. 
-~ 
:J-8. The Law of' Segregation says that when two opJ.Dosite cha.rac-
-:..~"' 
-~ 
221. 
teristics ar·e present they will appear in the next genera-
tion in the rati0 of' three t o one. 
Bl u e eyes are dominant over bro\I'Jn. 
Short stature is dominant over tall stature . 
Marriage of' cousins ID.ay produce def'e:ctive children . 
Hands with extra :fingers are dominant over· hands with the 
normal nutQber of' :fingers . 
~. Haemophilia can be inherited by the daughter f'ro:m her 
:father. 
24 The expectant mother w~y need special :foods to guard 
against malnutrition in her ovm body. 
:.==----=.. ------------- ----- --------
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25. A~ unborn child is not affected if' ~t~h~. e~l~n~o:t''iEh":::e'::r:=='3i:=::s:==:tcu=="·bc=:e=:::r==c=u~J=a=Jr.~;;;;;;,=== 
26\ It is very dangerous for the child if' the pr os:pective 
mother contracts measles. 
Cretini sm :is caused by deficient glandular secretions. 
Cerebral palsy may be caused by birth injuries . 
The child rnay be born with a birthmark as a result of' a 
fright received by the :prospective mother . 
j :fQ· There is a direct connect ion between the blood stream of 
the growing foetus and that of' the mother . 
Part II 
In the blank spaces in each of' the following statements v~ite 
the number of' the word found in the right hand col umn which 
best compl etes the sentence. 
31. Sex-linked traits are inherited only by __ 6 __ . 
32. Twenty-four 3 are found in an ovum . 
33. The number of' cl'...romosomes in body cells 
is ,r 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
I 38. 
-
r; The ovum contains t c}i..romosomes . 
The human foetus can be adversely affected 
by 12. 
The bearers of hereditary trai ts are~/ __ _ 
The )} chromosomes determine the sex of 
the child. 
Both X and Y chromosomes are found in 
2 cells. 
1 . 
2 . 
..., 
L>o 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7. 
8 . 
9 . 
10 . 
ll . 
12 . 
13 . 
14 . 
genes 
sperm 
chror:1osome : 
ovum 
48 
boys 
36 
defective 
X chromo-
somes 
y 
.. l) .. andY 
chron osome 
y chromo-
somes 
diabetes 
g irls 
cretinism 
3 9 . A child may be abnormal if' t v\ro corresponding genes are !Y 
4..0. The repro_ductive _s~ _:produced_~~~-e mother is the. __ _.¥'--_ 
- ---· ---- - ~--=== 
-~-~~--=- I 29 Part -~rr============================~~====== 
In the following sentences circle the letter vrhich appears 
before the answer which best completes th e sentence . 
41 . Accord ing to the Law o:f Independent Unit Characters a chil 
vJill ir1herit: 
a. Brovm curly hair from one parent . 
b. Brovm hair only if both parents have it . 
Q :arown eyelashes from one parent and curly eyelashes 
from the other'. 
o.. Blue eyes. 
42 . A single norma l gene may play a part in the formation of: 
a . Only one trait . 
(§) Several trai ts. 
c . A defective child. 
d . An ovum . 
43 . A defective child n1ay result from a union of: 
-(a Two defective genes . 
b. Tvro normal genes . 
c. One normal and one defective gene . 
d . An X and a Y chromosome . 
44 . The Law of' Dominant-Recessive Traits. states that: 
a . Specific traits are independent of' each other . 
b . Blue eyes are dominant over brown. 
~  Some traits generally appear more often then others. 
d. Children tendto resemble the parent of the 0pposite se '• 
-=~=-- ·- -~--- =--====-o====================-==~f====o 
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45. Because there is no nel"Ve connection between mother and 
foetus: 
a. The sex of the c hil .d cannot be controlled. 
b Aco.uired characteristics cannot be inherited. :L 
c . The child may be rnalnot.1rished. 
d. The mother needs to take regular exercise. 
~ =~-=-·----=-=-=---=-=--=-====='--'· ·=-- ---
TEST ON SECTION II 
Part I 
Read the following statements carefully. If' you think th 
statement is true put a circle around the number of' the ques-
tion. If' you do not agree with the statement place a cross 
through the nunfuer of' the quest ion. 
• The child differs from the adult only in size • 
Average birth weight is nine pounds. 
Average length at birth is 21-22 inches. 
The baby's legs are short in proportion to his length. 
,'5) The feet are compe..ratively poorly developed at birth . 
~· The head o:f an adult is three times as large as :ii.t was at 
birth . 
The upper part of' the baby ' s sirull is more ccmpletely 
developed than the lower part. 
)(. The infant's ro~ms ere short in proportion to body length. 
~ - The newborn baby's t run...k is greater than the head in d ia-
' 
meter. 
f . The adult trunk will be about foul"' times longer than it wa 
in t h e inf'e...nt. 
:LSI.. . The baby ' s bones are hard and firm. 
12 At b irth the baby 's body does not contain as many bones as 
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32 
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I 
I 
it will have l ater on. 
I o.3\. At birth the temporary teeth are already formed in the jaw. 
I 
I 
14 • The color of' the baby's eyes is usually f ixed at birth . 
. ~- ...... 
15. The baby is born with under-developed sensory equipment. 
It is possible to meastwe exactly how well the senses work 
at birth . 
1'?_. All babies react to stimuli in exactly the same way . 
18 The eyes e..re almost :mature in size at birtb .. 
,_18\. At the age of' five the eyeball. will be fully g'l"own. 
20\ At first the eyes may move independently of' each other. 
21·. A week-old baby will generally fol low a moving object w:i.th 
his eyes. 
22 ~ The baby doe s not respond to color until the third or 
fourth month. 
~. . l\Tewborn babies do not b link when a bright light is flashed 
in their eyes. 
I ?~ Authorities believe that hearing is very acute during the 
first few hours of life. 
~ After· 48 hours the baby will. not start at the. sound of' a 
. sudden, sharp noise. ~,1 0~.~~~~- ~ ~~~~,-~ ~~~"~--=-=-=====--==~=#=== 
I -
---- .r--=-· - -
,. 26i Hearing is less mature than sight at fi r st. 
i 
27 ~ The clild reacts to noises before he reacts to the human 
voice • . 
28 • After the fourth v eek the infant reacts to the human voice 
more than he does to other noises • 
. 29) Babi es are s ensitive to sweet, sour a:nd bitter tastes. 
30. New babi es have no sense of smell. 
~31 • The a.rea a.round the head is more s ensi-tive to tou ch t hru'l 
are other- parts of the b ody . 
32. The child is more sens itive to cold than he j.s to heat . 
~- T 1e nevv baby is able to make precise movements. 
The baby cannot move until after he ha s been born. 
t~uscles controlling heart, lungs, and di g estive system are 
a lready functioning at birt h. 
0 6 . T:'1e :Sabinski ref·lex l asts for the fir st five years . 
37\ Bab ies can hiccup a:rJ.d sneeze at b irth • 
. ___;../ 
~ · Nev1 babies cann.ot fr ovvn or yavm. 
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_T erve cells develop very r ap idly i n t h e firs t fevv years . 
The brain grows very s lmvl y during the first four years. 
1'~· Infants are born with a fee.r of the de,.rk . 
I ~4 . l'h e ch ild is :t'earf·ul vrhen he senses e. loss of support. 
~6· :Sabies a ef end themse lve s by crying . 
46'. •·n"len babies cry they display allover mu s cular · activity. 
-----
. --, 
147: "t the age of 16 weeks a child can sit propped fOT' a sh ort -:--·~ 
period. 
4~ At the age of 16 vreeks a child shovvs definite rea ch :il1.g 
movements . 
.4~1 . .\t 40 veeks the child pulls h i r::J.se l :t· to his feet. 
~· ..:"\t 52 -v;reeks ost ch ildren vvalk &lone. 
Part II 
In the follov'iing sentences cj_rcle the letter v.rhicb ap ears 
before the answer which best c ompletes the sentence . 
51 . ~Jabies ' eye s n eed -,;ashing yJ"ith bor ·ic aciG. solution because: 
a . They cannot rub t hem . 
:) . They do not see veT~-:;,.,. vvell. 
.. -.... 
' C • I Tears Cio not :form at f'ir st. 
d . The baby doe s not b link his eyes . 
l34 
---------
a. He hasn ' t l earned how . 
b . All the vvrist bones are not present. 
c . Eis o~m is too short . 
d . He has no nee d to. 
53 . Uuscular weight of' t h e baby will increase by maturity: 
a. Five times,. 
b . Ten t imes. 
;Cj Twenty times . 
d . Thli>ty times. 
54 . Because his blood contaL."'ls f'ewer white corpuscles the baby: 
a . Ne ecis plenty of' milk . 
b . Feels the cold more. 
c . Sleeps most of' the tir.ne . 
d~ Has a lovrer res istaDce to disease. 
55. At f'our vieeks the baby: 
a . Rotates h is head f'roir: s i de to side 
surroundings. 
~~omente .. rily l ifts 1 • ~1 18 l1ead in prone 
c . UnctJrls hi.s f ists. 
d . Spontaneously regards G. rattle. 
56 . At 28 we eks a ch ild will usually: 
@ Grasp ob j ects bilaterally . 
b . Sit alone. 
c . Feed hiE1se l f a crack:er . 
a:.!ld inspects , . illS 
posit,ion . 
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d . Creep . 
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E7 . J .. t 48 weeks a child usually: 
a . Eas an opposed thumb . 
b . Has 811. easy r elease. 
(Cl 
....___ 
Cruises at the crib rail. 
d . ~Jalks v!ith one haild held . 
58 . _",_t one year the child usually: 
:a .· Is inhi bited by "no- no . 11 
b . Builds a tov'ier of three or four blocks. 
c . Cl imbs stairs . 
d . Attempts to i mitate a scribble . 
58 . At 15 months a child usually: 
a . Is trainable as to bov1el movements . 
~~ 1:'7al ks. 
c • Tuns stiffly • 
d . Builds a tovver o:f t hree or f'our blocks. 
60 . ..'i. t 18 months the child generally: 
a. Buil6.s a tov:rer of s even blocks. 
0 Buil tis a tower o:f t 1u"ee or f'our blocks . 
c. Rotates his f orea.rxn . 
d . Regards a:nd reaches almost simult.aneously. 
---~i---~-~~=~~c~---- ===---~--· ==~~====ll=-=----
Part III 
In the blRnk spc:.ces iil each of the following statements 
~;v-rit .. e the nunber of the word in the right hand. column iHh ich 
b est coLlpletes the sentence . 
61 . 
62. 
63 . 
64 . 
65 . 
66 . 
6 7. 
68 . 
69 . 
70. 
-ew babies vre i ghing less than 
have less chance of surviving . 
.; 
CJ pounds 
The he .g_Q. of the new baby represents / ?.::J 
of hi s total length . 
The baby'' s reactions to stimuli ca:n.J.""l.Ot be 
expressed until his 11 development has 
matured. 
Full development of sensory equipment, vdll 
b e present by the end of the ~ year . 
The fan-shaped spreading of the toes is 
called t.he 'f reflex . 
The ab ility to support the weight of the 
body by suspend.ing by one ax•m is called 
·the 7 x·eflex. 
An early characteristic pose is the: 3 
The ability to make many adjustments is 
referred to as 1 .:f 
Infants vary in the deg.c"ee to which they 
display l · 
The doctor who was l argely responsible f'or 
growth gradient scales is ,.) 
1 . ne- eighth 
2 . Third 
3 . Tonic-neck-
response 
4 . Babinski 
5 . Four 
6 . Ge sell 
7. Darwinian 
8 . Six 
9 . Emot ions 
10 . Cne-quarter 
11. Fi:uscular 
12. Fifth 
13. !!I oro 
14. Plasticity 
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TEST FOR SECTION III 
Part I 
In the f'ollowing sentences circle the letter· which appears 
before the Bl'lSWer which best co:ru"lpletes the sentence. 
1. i.in'lat happens f'irst in any aspect o:f development: 
a . Cru'lnot be predicted . 
b Has an i mportant in:fluence on what happens later on . 
c • Is not so important as what. happens next . 
d. Has no relation to previous or succeeding parts o:f 
development. 
2 . Growth is i..l"lf'luenced by: 
a. Heredity alone . 
b. Environment alone • 
12' Both herec1 ity and physical factors . 
d . Learning experiences alone . 
3. 110nly 11 children are apt to be: 
(a~ More advanced in language development. 
b. More advanced in motor development . 
c. Br i ghter . 
d . Not so bright . 
4. The most imp ortru'lt factor in development seems to be: 
a. Adequate :food. 
b . Plenty of exercise. 
~ General mental ability . 
d . Huscular development . 
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5. Inf'9.1J.ts 6.if'f'er f'ron adt.1lts in: 
~ Size and wroportion. 
~-,-=-"'-=--=-=--,-=--o=,_=-=-=-=-=-==-====-=-=-~==---JI,dl~3~9==-=--=-== 
b . HaviP.g :few a ... emotions. 
c. Having more emotiDns . 
d . Size only . 
Part II 
In the bla.'1k spaces in each of' the following statements 
vvr ite the number of' th e word in the right hand column which 
best completes the sentence . 
6. 
7. 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
From April to August the chil d i..'Ylcreases 
most in 4: 
I 3 chil dren in a :family tend to develop 
:faster th&'Yl ones . 
Exposure to fresh air allows the skin to 
absorb 1 'J • 
Girls mature _ _:_:_than boys. 
Children make 3 
make 1 1 ones. 
movements before they 
The child's eventual height is determined 
D O st by his I .:)""' 
12. Th e ch ild Is 6 curing the first two 
years is most ir.nportant in deciding 
h is eventual g ood health. 
13. The f irst :feature to mature is the b 
14. The first controlled movement the child 
can make is 7 . 
15. Ch ildren brought up in cities tend to 
develop /.2 than those brought up in 
rural areas . 
1. Older 
2 . Sooner 
3 . Illiass 
4 . Height 
5 . Diet 
6. Eyes 
7 . Suckling 
8. Ha..11d s 
9 . Vleight 
10. Vitamin D 
11. Smiling 
12. Later 
13 . Middle 
14. Specific 
15. Hered.ity 
Part III 
Indicate whether the following questions a..re true or false . 
Development is an increase ll"l complexity o:f behavior. 
Grovvth does not occu.r in an orderly sequence in humans . 
(1-_§.. Development means mcr- e than just a..11 i:'lcrease. :in physical 
size .• 
' '\ 19 ~ The Darwinian a.11d :Sabinski ref'lexes usually d isappear 
·._ / 
vr ithin the f'irst six months. 
~6. The Tonic-neck-response is the f'ir st feature to disappear . 
~· The child has no purpose in babbling . 
I 
-22• CreepLYlg is a preparation for walking . 
9(· After the :first year our senses grow keener . 
~4 M:ost babies get bald before they grow hair . 
5. Babies are born with as man3r features as they will ever 
76 · The baby is born with a canplete skeleton. 
21{ . The baby is born curious. 
The child is born with a sense of right and \'\TOng. 
It is possible to predict what the normal child will 
usually be able to do at any stage • 
y.. • Development proceeds from the feet toward the head. 
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Development takes place first nea.:r the axis of the body. 31. 
• Specific reactions must take place before large, massive 
ones can occur. 
·---~~. Crude palming movements help the child to learn to grasp. 
4. As the child grows older his emotional reactions become 
more specific. 
'·----.. ~~ To a child "dog 1' often refers to any four-footed animal. 
~ Orderly development will take place regardless of' the 
environment. 
·371 The most i mportant factor in development is mental ability 
38) Good learning situations will probably increase mental 
.:- ·' 
ability to some extent . 
~· Children who are superior in intelligence are generally 
inferior in health and physical size. 
@ Intelligence tends to go with superior· ability in social 
relations and special aptitudes. 
~· It is dangerous to adopt a child because. you can't tell 
ahead of time vvhat you are getting. 
42) It is easier to recognize the mentally deficient among 
babies than it is to s pot the bright ones. 
Box s usuallr ~eigh a little more than g irls at birth. 
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~~----------- -- ------~· Boys gTow faster than girls for tre first ten years. 
Endocrine glands do not affect grovvth. 
4(. As long as a child gets enough calories, it doesn ' t matter 
what he eats. 
-47 Food during the first two year·s can affect oners entire 
...t.../ 
life, for· bett.er or worse. 
43\ Rickets are caused by a lack of' vitamins. 
:.._... 
~· Anemia results from a vvell-balanced diet. 
/ \§,9.• Sunshine helps in the formation of g ood teeth and bones. 
5 • T1'Iost childhood diseases are more apt to leave physical 
rather than emotional after-effect-s. 
~~ Pampering during an illness may cause the child permanent 
emotional han1. 
~ . One danger to the child fran ilL~ess is the loss of oppor-
tunities to learn social skills . 
Birth injuries leave only te nporary disability. 
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Doctors can do nothing to lessen the chance of birth injur:ie • 
Lost serious accidents to cmldren are unavoidable . 
57 Bad tonsils can slow up the r ate of development in a child 
_ Scarlet fever measles, and wunps can leave last:ing after-
effects. 
)'{- Ch ildren are less apt to contract tuberculosis and inf'anti 1e 
paralysis than old er people . 
Northern Europe an races mature later than do the Med iterra 
nean r aces. 
Negro and Indian children develop faster than vvhites or 
Chinese. 
6~ The Indian practice of bind ing children causes them to 
develop differently :from whites. 
The oldest child in a family tends to develop more slowl y 
than the n ext child . 
Babying a child ·will h elp him to develop more quickly. 
65 ~ lJiuscles must devel.op i..."'l order to function. 
--::::, ... · 
66 . Muscles must fu..11ction in order to develop. 
,-
~ A child who is s low to develop at first is more apt to 
develop faster l a ter on. 
~· I nheritance p lays little part i r1 physical growth. 
P ysical activity tends to slow down development. 
~ Emotion s have no ef'f'ect upon physical development . 
~ Good educational experie nces will assist both speed and 
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The slowest r ate of development is before birth . 
173\ Children increase in we i ght most between .. July and Dece mber 
.-::--
~ Chil6ren increase in :Ie i ght most betvv-een July and December 
75 DL1~ing the first five years the child ' s gro~~h equals that 
of the next ten years. 
i76l Ar ms and legs gro1N at, different r ates. 
;77·. Speech is not so apt to develop wh ile the child is learn in 
to walk . 
'J8. Play is more irnporta11t to t he c hild in the early teens thru 
it is for the little child. 
1'-~ During the f irst few years the child is i nterested primaril 
I in himsel-f. 
80 Creative imagination is most vivid during ch ildhood . 
•._ 
---==---'--'-== 
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TEST Ii'Q_;_ SECTION TV 
P ar t I 
1 :::tee.d the f ollowi ng statements carefully. If you t h i nk the 
I statement is true put a c ircle around the number of t h e cue st i o • 
I f you c1o not agree with the s t at ement p l a ce a cross thr ough t h 
nunber of the questio:'l. . 
Eac h step i..11 physica l §,TOvvth has character i st i c emotional 
rea ctions ac c ompRnyiDg it. 
J ~ ~motional r eactions do not affect learn ing . 
Ch ildren suck t h eir thunijs lJecause t h ey feel i nsecure . 
Baby h bits p er·sist because they wer e formed at a tu!1e v·rhe .. 
·:.he ct11lu :t'e l t mo..c:e s e cu.x·e t.llan at present. 
Insecure children will not revert to· fonner habits. 
Children have <iif':fer·ent f"undaJnenta l needs at different ages. 
All of a child's needs s hou.ld be gratified. 
~ Chil&. ... en should be allowed to enjoy their childhood without 
experiencing any paid or frustr ation . 
'1he s mall cl~ild shou ld not be forced to face reality. 
Children's emot ional react i ons are tense, but short-live d . 
Children hav e emotional reaction s more of t en than do a dults • 
.!'1ll ch i l c1ren react al i k e. 
r eact i ons a.re chfu-:-acter'istic of d i fferent ages. 
- ---·=-~==ltcry?. 
I 
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r child should l earn to bottle up his emot ions rather than 
I 
-~ 19,. 
·~ 
24 .• 
~· 
e:xpress them. 
There are socially- approved vrays of expressin err.otion . 
Brooding is a s i g11 of maladjustment. 
Sul king is a means of gett.ing attention. 
Daydreaming, hysteria an6 tc11trums. ax·e normal , har mless 
J.."eactions in children. 
Stuttering or starrmer ing i s a si&,n of emot i onal disturbc:nc • 
Chi ....... 6ren are born with a number of :fec!l .... s . 
Children are f'ee~"ful of' a dc-.nger f'or wh ich they have a rile ~ 
o:f def'ense . 
Chil dren instinctively :fear dogs . 
Chilili•en o:ften :fear tl1at any mail in a v,rh ite coat wi l l h arm 
them . 
Fears have to be l earned. 
Children seldom fear noises . 
C·ften the suddem1.ess of a st,imul u s rather the.n the stimulus 
i·tself' is the cause of fear . 
27 •· cb.anc,;e in s ome :faJ11il i ai'' object or per son ntay bring fear 
.._/ 
to a snall child . 
-------- _.-:·=-- ----- -----~~? · Small ch ildren often f' ea.r hats . 
i29 , Th e number of fears decreases s.s the ch ild grmys olcier. 
·~ 
. 9'Q . Children' s fear·s should be t r eated by ig.noring t.her1~o 
3-1. Fear has no pos itive value. 
f 
Children become angry when the y are frustrated in some 
activ ity . 
~· Maintai:cting some stm1dards o:f behavior :is apt to increas e 
the number of anger spells . 
/ ---
1~ · It is often best to ignore tenp er tantrums. 
2' -. Disapproval of' tantrums by the child's friends is not 
li,::ely to affect the child's vvay of behavior . 
¥..:._ Jealousy occurs when a chilO. feels secure in a situation. 
3/J . Eothers who pamper their ch ildren tend to have fewer jealou 
I 
children as a rule . 
-i38 ~ Thumb-suckLl'lg and bed-wetting may be signs of jealousy. 
?'9.._. Boys a.re more apt than girls to be jealous. 
!40 ) J-ealousy may cause the chilO. to compete with other children 
/ 
Delight and happiness occur when a child is able to accept 
h is f'rustrations. 
The newborn baby displays affection . 
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'.43.. Cu ddling is essentia l for the mental good h ealth of the 
small baby. 
~-. Ch ildren display more signs of emotional upsets when they 
are tired. . 
Good health '~N ill enable the child to display more s :igns of 
emotiona l disturb ance . 
/. 46 . Association with a h i ghly nervous per·s on will cause the 
ch ild to be more nervoo.s . 
~· Ch ildren who do not have everything they want z.re less able 
to accept sudden frustration than are pampered children. 
~· 1~he type of discipline a ch ild receives doe s not affect the 
rmy in vvhich he reacts emot ionally. 
4,9 .·: Children s.re more apt to g et upset vrhen somethli"lg exciting 
is go ing on . 
FiJ Physical aspects of the environment do not affect the 7 ~ 
child'"s emot i ons. 
--, 
'51 \ '~Nhat adults term 11probl .em behavim"' '' i s s OI!letimes normal 
behavior . 
52 Problem children may be caused by problem adults. 
Placing g~eat stress on thumb-sucking may intensify t h e 
habit. 
l--=-==-
48 
development in that area has tak en place . 
58. It is a good i dea t,o get a child trained. for the toilet 
/ 
before he is a year old . 
'56 '.· It is possible to wait too long before teach ing a child. 
5 • Unwise p a.rents will l earn to recognize the difference 
.r -....... 
between normal and abnormal behavior at different ges . 
------. ~l A chil d feels more secure when h e knows the difference 
between right and vvrong . 
It is wise never to let the s mall child 11get away with 
anything ." 
Restrictions should be rel.axed gradually af'ter -'c,he f irst 
t wo y ears. 
Over-protect ion v:Till enable the ch ild. to t,hink for himself. 
It is more i mportant to treat the cause of nrlsbehavior t1an 
to treat the misbehavior itself. 
~· A great deal of p ermissiveness will enable the child to 
learn to accept frustration. 
64 ~ Use positive comliiElilds rather tha:.l'l negative ones '!Nhenev er 
p ossible . 
Threats are a good way to bring about g ood behavior . 
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The father· should be the person to administer disc :ipline . 
' 6R· Sending tb.e chil d to bed because 0:f his misdeeds is a g ood 
form of discipline. 
Parents should agree on standards and form of punislment . 
Spanking :may cause the child to resent the parent rather 
than the punishment . 
Part II 
I 
Complete the following sentences , using only as many words 
as you need to express your thought. 
71. Children use tantrums as a means of" 
C.) .;) r r ; ,. ' >1' ·. ·; . ,.-; . ' . .. 
/ ._ _li 
72 . Anger ca.'! have p ositive value when / ·r e.-,;;c_u&e-:5 ;:n:z "/J/e... 
T £.> Cr,_,~:.,:-_j,.... /~•·""-·-···~ es . 
73. Regression n1ay occur when 4.. ,_ ,!, /! :f"c..e./..s /~ :<>,s s.::. c,·, , 
rJ., ,_, A"- .. tu:: a.-r- s '.?/7/<'~. _,c::;:J,.:.-/r.•.::..~~:. '-r/a-?e. . 
74 . 
75. 
.A child is apt to be jealous of a new baby . because Ae /> 1~ 
-r/; e.. .6~, l '/ / ...- 'J e11 /.,.1 ~ /./ ,.._,.,..., tf. r;rc:. .1 1 r_.~' "' ... .;;;,;.,- ..-'5 c<. /6 r t. r 
;· ~ , r/,. / e/i •. • --;/-'i- , 
J-ealousy is coranon at the ages of" 3 &:~no J , 
76 . Bids for attention may take one of four forms:, suCh as 
!; . / d..t:/ 1.-vr·~ /'o/ r:?) ,-,.,...-,·:i·"" ·~ d.ts c-l::::. ·>.," r c., ht;,.;•.,;; sr/<1.,· s, 
(- · / ~, i' , , · " /Is . 
77 . Children express their affection by R r rr/n J a/Jd If -; s .:>h'' /• 
78 . A child may feel in:ferior, afraid, or jealous if he has 
physical abnormal:ities, such as ovc.. 1~ • ·-.,·, ':! ~ • L//Jc/•,... _ "S! J<.;. 
c:.J·· , , 2i. · .f'.r ·· ~, · "' 
79. A ch ild is a.pt to clash with adult authority vrhen he is 
50 
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getting his permanent , teeth because ) e b '3-J ,., .,s '" ~e:=.-1 
80 . 
81 . 
82 . 
83. 
84 . 
c; , · -~- • : • 1 •. I ( : , ~· /1 ....,./ J / ] ,_/.-;' /' 1 • / ;1 ~ 
Children are f'ea.rful because rn1/ -~d _. .. -:.t; dc;n;; 
U~'?dr:/::-'S'r,,,./ .-~"' ;;; .rt.<.> l"'.,.. C? 11 J -::.-lc;· ne> - l( ·'n,-• ·1 he-w 
c) r::..J---_ 1 d r/. m::;;)~/vl!..:;., 
'ngers _replace fee~~s when r/; e eA 1/c/ u.;·;;,_:/,·.I",;,.::J'?',,d:i 
"5'1/-t{tt,,~ .... "~C)/'":''"] /;/' ... /; ,).)"'t)Jt/' . ~J_F J ..... ("'/,If,;;~~ 
Encouragement of cute baby tricks may result in 
i\"e. P-·.i.-' .' deve./r/'d J,,-:;-;· ,. 
-
/ 
Fore ing a child to perform before he is able may cause him 
~ 1 11 , ;'" _, \. ,:::;; ;.~.;/ A.'3 ;., ;//. ~ t.. a- ·/. ... , ,: .. ), r o rA / to .'t( / 
., / . .-.- ... •.' ·" . . /?'(-'~ " . .' - .. ~l-w 
1N1len a child is ready and eager to learn and i s not allowe 
he may ~~~ 
85 . Three indications t hat a child is ready to learn are 
, ~- 1 •· "Sh O•V a.. ' 1', .,-.-r .r,; (;.., l·lo ;rJ r .0 • :;:,··, ,_ 
I 'I . - ./ £. -/7)~ " ;r"c.. 1 · - vvr/ p e/' ;:;, , 1 C> v .. ;: /'-'- "··- p e ·· 'tJ cr c.-' " -:;n.; 
/!.:: vO/_.// ~"'' ~··- , · .•r; -. p /i' c·;;·..-,· · > In . ~..... (: . . 1 /' 
86 . lmowledge of when to expect certain abilities to d:evelop 
vvill enable the parent to _pr.. . ,,,. ' c rrJ . ..-? re .. ~ ... ,:, 
~////)/·/; r/. ar- / ,. : ... -:J ,'!~ _./~t;;.:.. 'J/;-?_/1:.- .. 
I 87 . The first t wo years are the most important because rfi / 
r.hr::;_ /~ .. , 0~ J<. ~ .. ,-r·. _.'f!"" _P/·;,_-:-,.r~..:, -y a.r.7 .:ser- £.:... 
;t'..r. 7"'r'"t~,/.rt,. .,... r.:.~ vvA-.~rc ~ ... - c 1 d :.:... w-~:.. . ·. /. . ,..,-<? . ..... L /t,.( 
I 1', 
88 . Too much restriction and nagging can cause the child to 
show varying react i ons such as the following four: 
"'; e_;,_ ~,...... ~ !~ m./~/}/)_ /., h.l ~ ~ - ~ -~- v~. ,, 
~' --~i ~~ 5 ~-: ;~1 _ ... ,,'l~ ~~ .. -~..,...~ ... · """ 
I?<£ (,_1,.. c ,~.- _.. ,.L/1 old"" ... ~ A <-· sr,~ /,' r 7 
Threatening the child with the police will .6M;/J 'n ;~e.. o..J.I 
a.. Y:e.. '(.. :.;f- .. :/.e,. Velt/i 1''-( .> , 1-·V/J tJ~.!i' ; :) 6 , - ~'!> r-o 
jJ /D c r .- A/ m -f/1 d d/ -s;:u.:: .. / 7~ ,.., ,,I(' s . 
.;.:o. Give a s:mall child only one command at a time because 
-;,., ,- _./I I; r.: .. -...?/} 4 e· t-"::, _ ,., ._,.' }./// -:.;/ - ·· · ,;. - ·.·a . /// .. ·' ~ 
)'V i // :. ,; .I I /: ;::, A.~ "7') • 
---~---L __ ---·-- -- ·--""=-=-=-=-=-==-=======F===== 
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TEST FOR SECTION V 
Part I 
In the :following sentences circle the letter which appears 
before the a:.11.swer which best c (Ii!1pletes the sentence . 
1. If' a child attempts sGJmething th at is too hard for him: 
a . Let him go ahead vlith it . 
b . StGJp him. 
c. Sugg est s ometll.il'Jg entirely different. 
fd Suggest something of the same type that is s:im:pler . 
2. I f' a child paints a picture t hat you think inartistic: 
a. Admire it whole-heartedly. 
o Find something about i~t to admire. 
c. Tell him it isn r: t good. 
d . Suggest that he play with son.1ething else. 
3. Practically all children cheat at games because: 
a . Th ey don't l .ike their playmates. 
l b They want to win. 
---.:;:,-
c. They have been to l d not to. 
d . They are bored with the grune. 
4. The most effective way to settle an argument is to: 
rf_j Sepro~ate ·the children f'or a wh:iile. 
b. Punish ·the one who started it. 
c.. Let them fight it out.· 
d . Spank both children. 
5. The best exa111ple of a nco-with" toy is: 
a. A doll . 
b. A swing . 
c. fL~ electric train . 
@ Finger paints. 
Part II 
:S.ead the follovving statements ca..refully. If you think the 
statement i s true put a. circle m ... ound the m.m1ber of the ques-
tion. I:f you do not agree with the statement place a cross 
through the number of the question. 
The child's urge to p lay is not spontaneous. 
Play satisfies certa in basic needs. 
The child needs play to work off extra energy. 
Play develops musculm"$ skills. 
Chil6ren g ain iit tle lmm•Jledge f'rom play. 
There is little relationship between play and hobbies. 
Play enables the child to learn to understand himself. 
Y. Children quarrel s e> mch in play they :fail to lea..rn how to 
g et along together. 
Being part of a gang g ives the child a feeling of acc eptance 
Play g ives emotional enjoyment . 
Play is not particularly ef:fective in helping the child to 
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154 -=~~~~~==~~==========~-=~===-==~~~-=~=-~========================~==~~~-=-=-~-=-=-= * Play f'ails the child in that it gives him no opportunity 
f or s elf'-expression. 
I;¥{· Play is more importsnt to 0l6er children that it is to 
yonng ones. 
Play therapy is s. means of tec;,chiD..g the child to construct 
h is ovm toys. 
Slu.l!l children of'ten forg et b.ow to play. 
As the child grows older he tends to spend more tim.e on a 
fevv-er number of activ ities. 
I ~ Children with larger spaces in which to play tend to be 
more aggressive. 
~ Bright chilm~en play better· th&n those less bright. 
t(. Happy ch ildren and unhappy children play equally 1. ell. 
~\ Chilo.ren of s i milB . r ag es play tog ether better than t h ose 
of vary i no ages. 
L21 !->.ccident s are more apt to happen to tired children. 
~· Ch ilciren vvill play eff'ectively regardle ss of t h e clothes 
they wear. 
~ Ch ildren with every c onceivable kind of p lay equj.pmen t 
l ear n to p l ay better than t h ose with a mocierate amount. 
w. --- Chil6ren do not need adult guidance in order to play 
effectively. 
'25 Cheap, flimsy toys encoure,g e the chilo to be O..estructive. 
'=--" 
r-26) Toys for small chilaren should be rr1a.de f'ron-. waterproof' 
'--
materie.ls. 
rz. A g ood toy f or J oh_nny I s f ourth birth(ta.y woula be an elec-
tric tra in. 
I ~· 
@ . 
~-
~"tll toys are artlst,ically desisned novie.days. 
t:ost children prefer 11 do- witl1 11 toys. 
It 'Nould be better to buy a vvhole tool set rather than to 
sp end the same aElOUnt of mo:LJ.e y on a ha.rrn:ner ana a smv. 
@• Cne &~ould buy a new toy to g o vdth something· the dl ild 
2.lr e ady has • 
~ The snall baby should be g iven toys that are at l e e.st e.s 
lare:e e.s h j_s clenched fist. 
~· :Sefore .six the cll.oice o:f toys doesn ' t aatter so rr:uch; a :fte 
that e_ge the c ruld needs toys · tha t stirrrulate . 
' 4 . It is best to get a ch ild an extra- larg e tricyc le so the,t 
he ca.'tl gx·ow to 1t in three or four years. 
~ Ec uipn1ent tha t i s adjustab le for size sJ:-.:.oula not b e 
~~~---~ selected because it, 2.ets out of oruer too c~uickly. 
~r~ ==-=--==-======-==-~~===,=-================================~=-=--==~-=-== 
------- V36'f Toys and p l a-1 
~ . . 
- -
equiprn.ent ,should be provided :for bot1 j_nd.oor 
e..:no. OlJtcioor p l ay . 
K Older chllo:cen need more superv:.t.s:.....on than younger o: es. 
Unhappy children are not apt to be creative . 
:i~ • Chil6ren nee G. n ot be i n troG.uc ed t o new play act iv ities; 
-~11e-r 1i ~ .! l l -['"'' -.L· -,,r" +hei·r' I_, . ;) .Y .L_ . ~-'-"' U- -·• OWllo 
A6.ults ru"e inclined t o ·t.al k too !!:uc 11 vv-'11.en supervis iilg 
ch il6re n' s play . 
In painting a p icture the ch ild. is more intereste d i.11 the 
6oing than .:n the result. 
~ Shovr your interest in ·the ch ild by asking him, w:;_1at are 
you meJd:ng? 11 
) ¥3 . Praise t he chll d EU.""'tist's pj_ctur e, r egaT·dless ot, wh ethep 
I 
it i s a goo 0 or bad pictE:;:•e -
7(· Try t o get the cldl d. to pain-t. h is pictures your v,.ay so as 
t ,o teach hirn the principles of' Grt . 
/ ® -:hildren have many accid.ents because they have not l ea.rned 
t h e dfu~gers in certain situations. 
The r:.1ost frequ ent cause of quarreling among pre-schoo l 
ch ildren is a toy . 
Constructiv e play needs mor e supervision tha n .• O.ramatic pla 
l.Q_e_s . 
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-==~-=-,-,-, -- --- - --- - -- --- ----~~- Chil dren who get into arguments s..l-J.ou l d be stood 1.1p and mad . 
to ~f ight it out $ 
49~ -:.'hen going on a trip l et the child take you , instead of 
:v-our taking him. 
@. 'l'l1.e cbil d ' s :first toys should be manipulative. 
----..,_ (El~ The nee G. :for a6venture is one reason :for a cl-:dld 1 s run_rling 
2.vray :frorr: home . 
:.52 Collecting G.evelops a sense of vaJues • 
.__./ 
~· The :fil ... st books the child gets should have narrow mal~gins 
and lon~er lines of print . 
~"\ ~,· Very small children like slwrt stories that last only thre 
or :four minutes. 
r-· ~ .. 
(f:c . Cl1ildi•en li.:::e to hear stories n1a e v.p about t h emselves and 
'----
·th e people they know . 
A child shoul d be six or seven before he is allov:ed a pet • 
..:1. radio vv-ould. probably be better than a phonograph as a 
g ift for a child . 
'· )<t{. Little boys like toys the:t are different from those little 
girls like. 
fg\ Small chiluren need both c:,J."'oup and so l:Lta:i.""Y play . 
15 7 
=--==== -- -- ---- -=~ 
T1J.e at.tention span of small children is shorter than. that 
of older chilor en . 
Part I II 
In the b l ank spaces in each o - t he f ollovring stateii.1e ts 
rrr l-c.e tb.e number of th e vvord :LounG. in the righ t h&YJ.d colurrm. 
which b st completes the sentence. 
61. 
G2. 
63 . 
64 . 
65 . 
66 . 
67 . 
6u . 
I 68 o 
70 . 
•:r oys vrith I :Y :points shoul d. be 
vrhenever p ossibl e . 
moys s _ou l d be I 4 G.e signed. 
~he :.r': ir§t playL _.... the chil d Cioes 
lS I 1' . 
Sport s teach the chil o ~ 
Dressing u is a form of ~L-­
p l ay . 
Toys for sn: al l c i l dren s houl d 
be 3 . 
Chil G.ren of t wo or thT·ee years 
in6ul g e in I play . 
--
ChilW.."'en g o on t:-1in ice because 
t ey have no 
Unsupervi "ed gaLes are apt to 
end. in 
The child's f irst book s are 7 books . 
1 . parallel 
2 . fu'"'arnatic 
3 . n n - poisonous 
4 .. :fea1.~ 
5 . avoided 
6 . tean1 v.-ork 
7. p icture 
8 . i21t,ricatel 
s . . dis~~e eoents 
10 . con tructive 
11. intelligence 
12 . sharp 
13 . purchased 
14 . artistically 
15 . manipulative 
................ ------------------------.-----
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TEST FOR SECTIQI.J VI 
Pe.rt I 
Read the :following statements caref'o.lly . If you think the 
statement is true put a circle around the number of the questio- • 
If you do not agree vdth the statement p lace a cross through th 1 
nun!Jer of the question . 
• After the child is th ..ree or fom""' years old one should star 
devel.oping his character trait.s . 
"' 
The c .. 1ild should be taught , "Don 1 t do as I do but do as I 
say" . 
(0, It is a mistake to insist that the child shake hands when 
guest arrives. 
The chilO. should be responsible :for putting his toys away 
neatly . 
Because the :first teeth e.re going to fall out anyway , it i 
not s o important t hat the child brush these teeth regulru. ... l;y. 
· ·three-year old child enjoys bathing ana dressing up. 
/ 
~ 
• 
Clothes with back openings are better :for children tha..n 
those with :front openings. 
·JJ Offer the child two garments and let hi..rn take his choice o 
which he will wear . 
• Let the child look over his entire wardrobe and choose the ' 
garment he will V\rear :for the day. 
- =-=-----=-=~11=-=--=-- ---=-----~-~-=:~ ~--~~--~-=-~- ~-~-~=:=~~~===-~-=-=-=--=-==~~1~6~0==-· I ~0~ Adapt the child's closet by giving him a small stepladder 
so that he can reach the hooks . 
• Toys should be g i ven the family aS' a wh©le, not to indi vi-
dual children, so ths.t. the childr·en can learn to share. 
I J._§.~ l i. child of two needs to have a regular· allowance . 
Q~ A child of two has no idea o:f t.h e va Jue of' money . 
~ Small chil dren are not likely to take things that do not 
belong to them. 
15 Children have strong urges to hoard end collect . 
~ 
~· Children should be allowed to borrow freely :from one 
a:n.other· • 
. ' \ 
·17 ~ Tt is a good idea to take the child shopping and let him 
hand the money to ... c.he clerk. 
¥(. Tf a mother sees a caller approachi.Tlg whom she doesn ' t. 
care to see, she S1 ould send her child to the door to say 
that mother is not . at home • 
")!(. Let the child know hovv- S!llart his parents are by telling 
hirrl how his father "put one over 1' on old man Smith • 
. . \l 2~. Besides being obliged to retuxn a stolen article, the chil ' 
should receive an additional penalty. 
'21 Children lie to get attenti©n. 
o-=._ ---------~ (S .. Ha;,ring been punished far an unavoidable accident may cause 
the d1 ild to lie about other deeds or misdeeds. 
~ Some of the lies chil6ren tell are harw~ess stories they 
make up but they should be punished because they are lik elyj 
to g et into the habit of lying . 
,-~ 24• The child can only lero~n to be sympathetic if other family 
members G~"'e c 011siderate of 0ne another. 
A child i!dth a greater number of experiences is apt to 
develop a greater ability to sympathize with others. 
~~ A child.' s desire ·to have his own Ymy is likely to be 
stronger tha.n. his desire :for acceptance by his :friends. 
A child vvho has not experienced pain is u sually unable to 
s;yllipathize with the pains of others. 
1'28 ~ The first extension o:f sympathy is for the mother. 
..... . .... 
~· Children develop racial prejudices of their own accord 
without influence from others. 
~· As the child grows ol der he tends to become more indepen-
dent , .snd thus should be g iven fewer opportunities to mal<:e 
decisions for himself . 
y~· A child \vh0se decisions are made for him tends to feel more 
secure. 
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tasks to perform. 
3~. Household tasks tend to make the child less sympathetic 
/ -
i:,oward his home end family. 
:35_,. Household tasks develop use:E'ul skills. 
(36': Good health habits must be formed early in order· to be 
effective . 
\ );;( . Some one particular time of the day should be set aside 
I 
:for the child to vvash his hands . 
I . ~ When, dtu•ing eating, the child dl..,ops his spoon on the floo , 
pick it up and hand it to h-im right away . 
(39 J The new baby sleeps most of the time . 
,._,_,./ 
~m Some children require more rest than others. 
L./ 
4i'~ At six months a child gets both a morning and an. afternoon 
--
11.ap. 
4'9. ~ 1\!1ost chilciren continue afternoon naps right up to the time 
they enter school . 
-~-3. Children nmy refuse to eat to get attention . 
;1(· Children who are fed by the "dema:.r1d feeding 11 method usuall 
do not get the proper foods . 
4~. Demru1d feeding C_§.uses colic. 
It is r11ore import ru1.t -t hat a cti.-ild 1 earn go od table -rra:11ners 46'. 
/ 
t han that he eat some pa.rticula.I•· meal. 
~ Al vv-ays i:i.1.sist that child eat everything set before h i m in 
order to g ive him pr <p er no'lJJ:'ishment . 
Introduce only one new :food at a meal . 
I ns ist that the child eat the new :food so that he ca.."'l. 
deve l op a lik ing for it. 
@). Some children may need a toy with which to play duri...11.g 
meals. 
A child should be accustomed to drinking from a cup before 
the weaning process starts . 
~· A child usually eats better at the :family table where ever 
one is eating an d talking. 
I f a child refuses to eat r emove his d ish a:..11d give h im som 
thing later on betv>Jeen meals . 
('5::,• Regul.ar exercise is essentia l for goo- 6.igestion. 
55. Properly fitting shoes are essential :for g ood posture. 
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Part II 
Complete the :follovving sentences , using only as many words 
as you need to express your thought. 
56 . Six examples 0f g oo d ro.anners which can be taught the s mall 
5 7. Insisting upon the practice of good manners in front o:f 
58 . Goo d grooming habits are eas :i.ly t aught the small child 
J 
,}~ ""') . 
59. ) .. child v\rh<D has h is ovm room or part o:f a room feels 
h·;-.,,p~ 5ec.-c-u<:e..' 
1 6o. 
61. 
==..::=::.....;n:.::-..;;.<D..:::.t?) b e g iven an allo·wance 
becauseh~ -~e.;k 4... s<:!-nSe of owr),- -,..~~,-;.;r .;.;.rc;:. t ., rJ 1 ~ /.:~-·,/.~ ~"'"-"­
lA V~'~fue. '-'.,... /J'/1..·-"l-,· P'/?d ~'/'/ . If! ,.,·/.'-·~ r-h£~r .n ·u n !'/ f'n t.' , cfe.. 
f.l s , 7(.' A T:.i- n 1'11 ~/~ :.. A A·/? ,/,-:. ~ . 
An example of a poor example C?.n honest parent can set a 
child in the w..atter of l1onesty is f ,.r,._ J / ;.,C.o , 'C./.r:;-t r ·- /'· {~.os" ~ 
w./ .. /; /~I_.J'/"~"·') / /JV.;,r-a;-~ J!. /.}_:;..• 
62 . /\.n example of how a chil d learns to be syrnpathetic i.Tl grour 
1~..:.-1> 1/' ,c ; . 
n'c.;' /; /,'::.:' ) r • 
' -
63 . Independence and self-reliance e .. re developed in the child 
J /'Jo'•: I r o /'?J/..-.'/ ~ I 
.., { ,.e,_ 
/1,' 
-b;T •.? '/ / 
, 
~::.--
·' 
' .. . ·-.,, .- , ~ " ' F .:- !Y ' -
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E4 . The ch ild can g a.in in three ways :from the per:E'orm.ance 0:f' 
65. 
household. tasks; namely, /1'1 .::p.r_,..-..;...,.,a , , of/,, 
' 5 /.;_::,-// s, r·( ·-,· (' .~ .-/~;r.;4 ;/'?_/; .or· n .,.,,.,...,r,J•.,.< 
r · 0~ ·'·-
'.7e&l.ing c e11. be emot i onally upsett.ing 
, ' r fi ~· ! 
;' -" I. ' //' / /! ._:.. ·'-· ,.. ·t '7-;'} C::. -· /' /J ! 
u 5 -e. ~ ,_/.( ,.I";;J h / <.:-. 0 ' 'j .- /1..- /~ /.; > / 
/ 
I if I/-
Aa.5 /~- .·; n ( cl 
/ c.. 
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